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ABSTRACT

Physically-based models describing the flow of blowing snow are

developed and presented. The models calculate the mass transport of

snow as saltating and suspended flow and the rate of sublimation of snow

in transport. The saltation expression is calibrated using field

measurements of horizontal mass flux near the snow surface, which show

an approximately linear increase with wind-speed. The suspension

expression is calibrated from field measurements of the horizontal mass

flux at heights from near the surface to two metres, which show an

exponential increase with the wind-speed. Sublimation of blowing snow

is calculated based on a consideration of heat and water vapour fluxes

at the particle surface. Sublimation rates increase exponentially with

wind-speed and increase by an order of magnitude as the air temperature

increases from -35 °c to -1 °c or the relative humidity decreases from

95% to 40%.

The expressions are compiled in a mass-balance model, termed the

Prairie Blowing Snow Model, which calculates the horizontal mass flux

and sublimation rate of blowing snow and the erosion rate at the

surface. The Model uses standard meteorological station measurements

and terrain data as inputs. The distance over which snow may blow

without obstruction is shown to be an important parameter affecting the

surface erosion rate. For distances less than 400 to 500 m the erosion

rate is controlled by the magnitude of the horizontal mass flux, while

for greater distances the sublimation rate controls erosion.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

The erosion, transport and subsequent deposition of snow by the

wind is the primary phenomenon responsible for distribution of snow at a

local scale during the winter and at the time of the spring melt. On

the Canadian Prairies and in other cold, wind-swept regions the

distribution of snow after wind transport is highly irregular; an

example of this distribution is seen in Fig. 1.1, an aerial view of

Saskatoon, Canada and adjacent agricultural fields at the commencement

of the spring snow-melt. The pattern and magnitude of snow distribution

is of importance to the over-winter survival of agricultural plants such

as Winter Wheat which require a deep snow-cover for insulation against

heat loss and the various trees and shrubs found in valleys and sloughs

which require the late, slow melt of preferentially accumulated snow for

their summer water supply. Prairie, alpine and arctic grazing animals

often depend upon the wind erosion of snow to uncover their winter

pasture, and many small mammals use deposited snow-covers as insulated

winter homes.

The Canadian Prairies are a region which commonly sustain shortages

of water supply. Richards (1969) notes that more than one-half of the

agricul tural zone in Saskatchewan is classified as semi-arid and

possesses limitations to agriculture due to aridity. The west-central

portion of the province experienced annual water surpluses in only one

third of the years from 1931 to 1960 (Richards, 1969). Agricultural

crops in Western Canada often experience shortages of soil moisture

early in the growing season. Attempts to retain and enhance the

1



Figure 1.1 Aerial View of Snah Distribution in March, Taken Near the

University of Saskatchewan Campus~ Saskatoon.
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agricul tural soil water supply from infiltration of mel ted snow-cover

accumulations have resul ted in the development of snow management

designs. These designs try to reduce the force applied by the wind on

erodible snow surfaces and thereby decrease erosion (and enhance

deposition) during blowing snow. Recently, it has been realised that

the substantial losses of regional snow supply due to sublimation during

wind transport of snow can be diminished by snow management. Most snow

management designs can be improved and calibrated to local conditions by

using site specific estimates of the snow available for trapping by

crops, the effectiveness of plant residue in trapping snow and the

losses due to sublimation of snow during wind transport.

As noted by The EarI of Southesk (1875) in his travels through

Saskatchewan in 1860, the hardships of winter travel (using snow-shoes,

horse-drawn sleighs or dog-sleds) across the Prairies in the 19th

century were exacerbated by blowing snow. The reduction of visibility

during blowing snow events often forced such travellers to halt their

journeys between trading posts. Loss of dogs and other pack animals was

commonplace. In the 20th century, the accumulation of snow near

engineering structures, such as roads and buildings, has a negative

impact on winter transportation and other human activities. Wind

transport resul ts in preferential deposition near such structures.

Visibility restrictions and snow accumulations on roads during blowing

snow events extract an unacceptable toll of human lives. However,

recreational activities such as skiing are enhanced by and sometimes

even dependent upon preferential accumulations of snow. The design of

structures, roads and landscapes can be better adapted to winter
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conditions by using estimates of the potential snow-load which may be

received from specific directions.

While between 30% and 40% of precipitation on the Prairies falls as

snow, surface runoff quanti ties can be more than 80% dertved from the

spring snow-melt (Gray, 1970). The runoff from this snow-melt is

extremely important for the maintenance and replenishing of surface

water bodies which form the primary "high quali ty" supply for many

municipalities, industries, livestock operations, recreational sites and

wildlife. An important factor affecting the timing and quantity of

runoff from snow-mel t is the distribution of snow. Strong winds

transport snow from locations with smooth, exposed surfaces to rough,

vegetated topographic depressions, often locating the deepest spring

snow-cover near and wi thin drainage-ways. By concentrating the snow

water supply in depressions, runoff distances are shortened and the

losses of melt-water due to infiltration and evaporation are reduced in

comparison to an evenly distributed snow-cover. Thus, while the

apparent snow-melt contributing area feeding a stream may be small, a

snow-cover of large extent contributes transported snow to the

accumulations found at the channel in the spring, hence the winter

contributing area can be large. As snow transported by the wind is

quite capable of flowing uphill and over topographic divides,

traditional drainage basins become less relevant in regions such as the

Prairies where there are small flows of surface and shallow-subsurface

water and large flows of wind-blown snow.

Accepting the importance of blowing snow to nature, human life and

water supply in cold wind-swept regions, it follows that some
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understanding of snow transport and erosion processes is essential to

endeavours which try to explain, control and preserve such environments.

To this end, a study of the wind transport of snow is presented. The

study is based upon measurements of the mass flux of blowing snow and

associated atmospheric parameters above open, wind-swept Prairie

agricul tural fields. The results of these measurements are used to

calibrate a physically-based theory of blowing snow. The theory

considers snow particle transport in two modes: a bouncing near

surface mode termed saltation (from the Latin verb sal tare "to dance,

leap or bounce") and a more turbulent mode terlled suspension which

occurs at greater heights above the surface. The erosion rate at the

snow surface is determined by estimating the rate of snowfall and the

quanti ty of snow required to sustain the horizontal mass flow as

particles sublimate in the atmosphere and transport rates change. The

resul ts provide the quantity of snow available for deposition near

engineering structures, vegetated areas, topographic depressions and the

rate of erosion froll surfaces of various roughnesses. As well, the

theory and data contribute to the understanding of two-phase flow over

natural surfaces.



2. LITERATURE

2.1 Overview.

Wind transport of snow involves flow in two phases: solid and

gaseous, thus the relevant literature encompasses studies devoted to the

flow of air over the Earth's surface, the state of the surface supply of

snow particles and the flow of sub-millimetre sized particles in

turbulent gases. This literature is copious in quantity and broad in

scope. To clearly connect the results of studies to particular aspects

of blowing snow, much technical literature is referred to in sections of

this dissertation pertaining to specific phenomenon such as saltation,

sublimation or atmospheric optics. The literature review presented here

provides a conceptual framework of blowing snow "theory" and background

material from which the technical sections can be approached.

2.2 The At.ospheric Boundary-layer.

The atmospheric boundary-layer is that segment of the atmosphere

where flow is significantly influenced by the surface. The layer

extends more than several hundred metres above the surface of the Earth.

All wind transport of snow which is relevant to human activity on the

Earth's surface is assumed to be contained wi thin this layer. The

following development describes flow within the atmospheric boundary

layer.

Laminar flow involves viscous fluids, with only molecular exchange

between layers of fluid. For laminar flow over a plane, the

6
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relationship between the shear stress exchanged between layers of the

fluid and the vertical gradient of flow velocity is,

(2.1)

where T is the shear stress, JJ is the dynuic viscosi ty, u the

horizontal flow velocity and z is height above the surface. Luinar

flow in the atmosphere exists only for extremely low wind-speeds. For

wind-speeds during blowing snow it persists in a layer between the

surface and less than 1 mm height (Greeley and Iversen, 1985).

At greater atmospheric velocities, flow is turbulent, i. e. its

motion is irregular and momentum exchange between layers takes place via

the vertical motion of "eddies" (fluid parcels). Prandtl (1932)

proposed a constant turbulent shear stress with height, based upon the

size of eddies and the gradient of the mean horizontal flow velocities

where,

T = (2.2)

in which p is the fluid density (constant), and 1 is the turbulentm

mixing length, proportional to height above the surface, and defined by



1 = k z
m

(2.3)
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The constant of proportionality, k is termed von Karman's constant and

has a value of 0.4. Defining a scaling velocity termed the friction

velocity, u* where u*2 = TIp, and combining Eq.s 2.2 and 2.3 provides

the expression,

au u*az =kZ (2.4)

When integrated with respect to z, between some height Zo at which the

wind-speed equals zero and the height z at which the wind-speed is uz '

this expression takes the form of "Prandtl' sIt or the logarithmic wind-

speed profile, com.only used to describe gradients of the mean

horizontal wind-speed in the turbulent atmospheric boundary-layer:

(2.5)

Zo is termed the aerodynamic roughness height and is a property of the

surface. One consequence of Eq. 2.5 is the wind-speed at any height is

proport i onal to the friction velocity if Zo is constant. Prandtl

assumed a constant fluid density in the development of Eq. 2.5, however

vertical gradients of temperature and water vapour density in the
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atmosphere can cause deviations from constant density and hence from the

logari thllic wind-speed profile. Measurements by Budd et al. (1966),

Schmidt (1982b) and Pomeroy and Male (1987) suggest that vertical mixing

of the relatively dry, cold air during blowing snow is sufficient to

permit the use of Eq. 2.5 without correction for atmospheric density

gradients.

2.3 Snow Transport.

As noted by Radok (1977) and Male (1980) two divergent lines of

thought have developed in the blowing-snow literature regarding methods

for estimating the quantity of wind-blown snow eroded or deposited at

some location. The aerodynamic approach calculates the horizontal mass

flux of blowing snow in an attempt to estimate the airborne snow

available for deposition around snow-fences, topographic depressions,

engineering structures or in one case, moving off the continent of

Antarctica. The other, the mass-balance approach, balances the quantity

of precipitation with the snow-retention capability of upwind

vegetation and sublimation losses (phase change from particle ice to

water vapour during blowing snow transport), using the assumption that

all snow not retained is either sublimated or transported off a given

fetch.

2.3.1 Aerodynaaic Mass Flux Models.

Saltation transport is confined to a near-surface layer of the

atmosphere, in which particles move in fairly regular bouncing

trajectories involving contact wi th the surface snowpack, while
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suspended (particles supported by fluid turbulence) transport occurs

predominantly at heights above this layer. Aerodynami c mass flux

modellers have assumed, usually based upon field measurements, that

either saltation or suspension comprises the dominant fraction of the

mass flux and focus their attention accordingly.

Bagnold (1941) developed a theory based upon measurements of the

mass flux of blowing sand, which describes the transport of saltating

particles in the atmosphere. Dyunin (1954, 1959, 1974) applied

Bagnold's saltation transport theory to calculate the mass flux of

blowing snow. His findings show the saltating JRass flux increasing in

proportion to the cube of the difference between the wind-speed and

wind-speed at the threshold of saltation, i.e.,

-5 3Q = 7.7 x 10 (u10 - 5) . (2.6)

The wind-speed at 10 JR, u10 , is in m/s while Q, the mass flux is in

kg/ems). The lumped coefficients in this equation were developed for

open agricultural lands of the Soviet Union. Dyunin insists (Dyunin and

Kotlyakov, 1980) that transport above the sal tation layer is a

negligible portion of the mass flux.

Owen (1964) in a theoretical treatise, balanced the kinetic energy

of saltating particles with the excess kinetic energy of the atmospheric

flow near the surface. Owen assumed a constant shear stress, which just

maintains the ejection process, is applied by the atmosphere on the

snow surface during saltation. Results of this assumption are a nearly
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constant drift density (mass per unit volume) of saltating particles,

and varying mean height and length of saltation trajectories. Owen's

hypothesis provides for a self-governing saltation layer at any constant

wind-speed. Radok (1968) recognised the significance of a constant

drift densi ty in sal tation as a reference mass for the turbulent

diffusion of blowing snow.

Other variants of Bagnold' s development have been applied to

describe measurements by researchers working in temperate locations such

as the high prairie of Wyoming. U.S.A. (Schmidt, 1986) and open areas in

Hokkaido, Japan (Kobayashi, 1972; Takeuchi, 1980). Cornish (1902,

1914), while comparing snow-drifting in southern England to that outside

of Winnipeg and Montreal, first observed that snowpack properties such

as wetness, density and age have a bearing on the erosion of snow and

its transport by the wind. Kind (1981) shows the saltation transport

threshold, i.e. the wind-speed just short of that with which particle

ejection from the surface can be sustained, is related to physical

properties of the snow-surface, such as inter-crystal cohesion,

temperature and density. Schmidt (1986) emphasises that the efficiency

of sal tation, as well as the threshold of sal tation is an important

parameter in the calculation of the saltating mass flux.

equation:

Schmidt's

Q = d e (u* - u*t) (u*2g * 2)u t (2.7)
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recognises this in the parameter d, a coefficient pertaining to the

efficiency and velocity of saltation transport which varies from 0.45 to

32.4 in his measurements,

roughness of the surface.

increasing with the intrinsic aerodynamic

Equation 2.7 is in S.I. units, and u* is thet

friction velocity at the threshold of transport.

Dyunin and Kotlyakov (1980) suggest that the sublimation of blowing

snow prevents the vertical transport of significant quantities of snow

to heights above the saltating layer. However, the measurements made in

Antarctica and reported by Budd et al. (1966) show large quantities of

blowing snow travelling well above the saltation layer, at air

temperatures as high as -15 °c.

The diffusion theory first applied by Schmidt (1925) to falling

particles entrained in turbulent flow, was primarily developed for

blowing snow by Budd (1966) and Mellor and Radok (1960) from Antarctic

data. Diffusion theory considers particles to be supported by the

vertical component of turbulent wind velocities and transported by the

mean hor izontal component of the wind-speed. Applications have

exclusively assumed snow particles have a diffusivity (analogous to a

turbulent viscosi ty coefficient) approximately equal to that for

momentum. Budd (1966) derived a diffusion equation which takes into

account the non-uniform distribution of blowing snow particle sizes and

therefore fall velocities. This equation, when combined with Eq. 2.5

allows the development of a mass transport expression for suspended

blowing snow between two heights zl and z2 of the form:
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(2.8)

in which, 11 is the drift density (mass of blowing snow per unit volume

of atmosphere), d is a coefficient relating the fall velocity to

particle size, ~ is the scale parameter and a is the shape parameter of

the gamma distribution which Budd (1966) fitted to the size distribution

of blowing snow particles (confirmed by Schllidt, 1981; 1982b). Equation

2.8 requires values for a reference drift density at height Zl' an

aerodynamic surface roughness, a and 13.

(Greenwood and Durand, 1960) is:

The gamma distribution

fer ) =p

(a-l) (-r 113)
r p e p

(2.9)

where f( ) denotes the frequency, r is the snow particle radius and r
p

is a gamma function. A useful property of the gamma distribution is

that the mean particle radius r = as. Budd found the mean particle
p

radius to decrease from near 100 jJm near the surface to 40 jJm at a

height of two metres, a increased from near 5 to greater than 15 for

the same heights. Radok (1968) suggests suspended particles diffuse

from the saltation layer (drift density -1000 g/m3).

The Antarctic model of suspended blowing snow suggests visible

quantities and an appreciable mass flux of blowing snow exist at heights

of at least 100 m; visual observations on that continent confirm



significant quanti ties of blowing snow above this height.
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Suspended

transport rates are often greater than saltating rates when calculated

using diffusion theory.

A comparison of various blowing snow mass flux expressions (Budd et

al., 1966; Dyunin, 1974; Iversen et al., 1975; Kobayashi, 1972;

Takeuchi, 1980 and Schmidt, 1986) is presented as Fig. s 2.1 and 2.2.

Figure 2.1 shows the mass fluxes plotted against the 10-. wind-speed

assuming Zo = 0.2 am and a threshold wind-speed for transport of 4.25

m/s at 10-m (u* = 0.2 m/s). Figure 2.2 shows a similar plot for a

threshold wind-speed of 6.4 mls at 10-m (u* = 0.3 m/s). Takeuchi's

expression for "settled dry snow" is used in Fig. 2.1 while that for

"old firm snow" is used in Fig. 2.2. Schmidt's equation has the

coefficient d (see Eq. 2.7) set at 5, following his recommendations

( Sc hmid t, 1986 ) for a Z 0 = O. 2 mm . It is evi dent t hat wide

discrepancies exist in terms of the magnitude of the fluxes and their

rate of increase wi th wind-speed. Curiously, all the expressions

plotted in Fig. s 2.1 and 2.2 are based to some extent upon field

measurements. The discrepancies may be explained in part upon

application of theory and in part upon measurement technique. Budd et

al. extrapolated the vertical gradient of suspended drift density

downward to heights within the saltation layer without confirming the

lower boundary for suspension of snow, and the others exclusively use

sal tation theory expressions to describe data collected in both

saltating and suspended blowing snow. Kobayashi measured only the snow

flux near the ground, Schmidt measured fluxes over very aerodynamically
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smooth lake surfaces and only Budd et ale measured fluxes up to a two

metre height.

2.3.2 Blowing Snow Mass Balance Models.

Tabler (1975) demonstrates a procedure to calculate the annual

quantity of snow transported from a fetch (distance along an open field

of snow over which snow may drift without obstruction) based on the

annual snowfall measured in nearby forests, local surface roughness, an

estimation of the blowing snow sublimation rate and the length of

fetch. The sublimation rate is conceptualised as a "distance required

to sublimate an average snow particle" (sublimation distance) and this

distance (actually a modified contributing distance) is used to find the

portion of the fetch whose relocated snow is contributing to the mass

transport of snow from the downwind end of the fetch. Model

calibration involves finding typical values for the contributing

distance. This distance is calculated from measurements of the

snowfall, quantity of snow retained on the fetch and quantity of snow

found in drifts at the downwind end of a fetch. The calculation assumes

that all the snow trapped in dr i fts has been transported from the

fetch, and all snow eroded from the fetch either sublimates or is

transported to the drifts. This type of mass balance is easiest to

apply in locations which experience one predominant wind direction, such

as southeast Wyoming where Tabler performed his measurements. Benson

(1982) applied Tabler's model to the north of Alaska considering two

opposing wind directions and found the contributing distance to vary

only slightly from values determined for Wyoming. This is surprising,
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as Schmidt's (1972) theoretical sublimation calculations show orders of

magni tude changes in the sublimation rate with the range of winter

temperatures between the Arctic (Alaska) and relatively temperate

regions (Wyoming).

Tabler's (1975) model predicts on a seasonal basis that the

cumulative horizontal mass flux increases with increasing fetch to a

downwind distance of about 3 km (his contributing distance for Wyoming),

at which it is fairly constant. Benson's (1982) Alaskan application

found the corresponding distance to be 2.6 km with a maximum value of 10

km. Whi Ie Tabler's seasonal contributing distance is not directly

comparable to distances required for the development of instantaneous

values of mass flux, values of the contributing distance are not

consistent with the rates of horizontal development of instantaneous

mass transport based on the measurements of Takeuchi (1980) in Hokkaido

which show full development of flux within a few hundred metres

downwind of a boundary. However, for a consistent wind direction, if

one considers a depleted zone of upwind snow supply expanding downwind

as the snowcover is eroded and this expansion occuring after each

precipi tation event, then the possible contributing fetch becomes

limited and horizontal development of mass flux can account for Tabler's

seasonal values. Noting that Benson's and Tabler's mean sublimation

distances are remarkably similar considering the dissimilar climates and

sublimation rates involved, it is not clear if the relationship is due

to sublimation of blowing snow or simply a manifestation of snowcover

depletion and horizontal development in two-phase flow over natural

landscapes.



3. PIELD MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Introduction.

To develop an understanding of wind transport of snow, a programme

was formulated to measure the horizontal mass flux of blowing snow in

both its saltating and suspended modes, the mean velocity of the wind

carrying the snow, the t.emperature and relative humidity of the ambient

atmosphere and the hardness and depth of the local snow-cover. Goals of

the programme include measuring the blowing snow and meteorological

parameters simultaneously at several heights above the surface for a

variety of snow-cover and weather conditions at a site representative of

the agricultural landscapes common to the Canadian Prairies. This

chapter provides details on the instruments used to collect information

regarding wind transport of snow, the site where measurements were

taken, the procedures and arrangements for data collection and the

general environmental conditions under which the measurements were

made.

3.2 Instruaentation.

Instrumentation used in the study can be divided into three groups,

based upon its intended use: meteorological, snowpack property and

blowing snow.

3.2.1 Meteorological Instruaentation.

Anemometers, thermistors and Lithium-chloride hygrometers were. used

to measure mean values of the wind-speed, air temperature and absolute

19



humidity, respectively.
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The anemometers used are "Qualimetri cs Micro

Response Contact Anemometer Model 2032" (see Fig. 3.1), which employ

three rotating aluminum cups connected to a magnetic rotor. The rotor

actuates a magnetic reed switch causing closure of the switch twice per

rotation. Closure of the reed switch has a frequency proportional to

the wind-speed and results in an electrical pulse.

Pairs of the anemometers exposed to the same wind-speed show

measurement agreement wi thin 0.2 mls based upon outdoor trials at air

temperatures from 0 to -30 °C. The anemometers were also compared to

measurements made using "Rimco" plastic cup anemometers which had been

calibrated against pitot tube wind-speed measurements in the College of

Engineering Wind Tunnel. This comparison confirms the calibration

suggested by the manufacturer:

u = pl:5'i9 + 0.2325 (3.1)

where u is the mean horizontal wind-speed in mls and p is the number of

electrical pulses per second. Wind velocities at which the anemometers

stalled are less than 1 m/s; for the measurement heights used, these

velocities are well below the wind-speeds found during blowing snow.

Air temperature was measured using "Yellow Springs Instrument Co.

Thermilinear Thermistors". The thermocouples are housed in tubular

double radiation shields whose ends are oriented into the wind,

permitting natural aspiration. Snow is prevented from entering the

shields by a fine mesh filter-fabric (105 ~m mesh opening size) placed

over the ends of the tubes. Precision of the thermistors as calibrated
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Figure 3.1 Anemometer used in Study. The anemometer is 300 mm high.
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by the Division of Hydrology (personal communication, T. Brown) is

within 0.1 °C, with a response time of 10 s.

Humidities were measured using "Honeywell" Lithium-chloride heated

electrical hygrometers (Hedlin and Trofimenkoff, 1965). The heated

bobbins are housed in radiation shields and aspirated at a constant rate

using a central air pump connected by plastic hoses. Air intakes to the

radiation shields are protected from snow particles by the same filter-

fabric used on the thermistor openings. The cal i bration of Li thium-

chloride hygrometers is sensitive to the ventilation· rate, comparisons

with "wet" (ice) bulb humidity measurements conducted over the winter of

1984-85 suggested ventilation rates which provide a rapid gauge response

and a consistent calibration. The results of the comparisons suggest a

calibration equation between the core temperature of the hygrometer

bobbin and the dew-point temperature of the form,

0.6967 T
c - 24.77 (3.2)

owhere Tdp is the dew point temperature ( C) and Tc is the bobbin core

temperature (oC). The relative humidity is calculated from the dew

point and air temperatures using procedures such as those listed by Buck

(1981). The precision of the hygrometers is between 0.3 °c of dew point

at temperatures near freezing, declining somewhat for lower

temperatures.
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3.2.2 Snowpack Instruaentation.

Snowpack temperatures, depth, density and hardness were measured

during blowing snow events and other times during the winter. The

temperature was measured at a depth from the snow surface of

approximately 0.05 to 0.1 m using a ItYellow Springs Instrument Co.

Thermi linear Thermistor", with the thermocouple encased in a glass

capsule.

Snow depth was measured using a steel two-metre ruler.

Measurements were taken every 5 m along a snow-survey transect through

the homogeneous landscape (summer-fallow field) surrounding the

measurement site, approximately 25 to 30 measurements constituting a

survey.

Snowpack mass density was measured at five locations along the

snow-survey transect using a gamma ray attenuation device developed by

the Division of Hydrology. A radio-active source of known emissivity is

lowered to the bottom of the snowpack and the gamma radiation

transmitted from the source to the top of the snowpack is measured. As

mass attenuates gamma radiation, the density of the snowpack can be

calculated from the extinction of radiation and the distance of the

detector from the source.

"Hardness It of the snow surface was measured using a National

Research Council of Canada "Canadian Hardness Gauge" (Klein et al.,

1950) . The Canadian Hardness Gauge performs a compression test on a

specific snowpack-layer, using a spring-loaded scale and a flat disc

pressed against the snow, upon which the spring applies a load. When

the snow structure fails due to the applied load, the degree of spring
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compression at the point of failure is noted. This compression is

converted to a stress applied against the snow at the point of failure.

This stress is the hardness. For measurements relevant to snow erosion

and saltation transport of particles, the load is applied normal to the

snow surface, thus the hardness of the snow layer at the surface is

measured. No estimates of accuracy for the Canadian Hardness Gauge are

found in the literature, however estimating the point of failure is an

extremely subjective and error-prone task in field conditions. Gauge

measurements have not been adequately related to properties of snow

crystal bonding such as bond tensile strength and thus provide only a

relative index to the degree of bonding between snow particles composing

the snow-surface.

3.2.3 Blowing Snow Instruaentation.

The flux of blowing snow particles was measured using Division of

Hydrology Snow Particle Detectors (see Fig. 3.2). These detectors

employ an opto-electronic detection system to record the number of

particles crossing a narrow beam of infrared radiation. The detectors

were developed and calibrated during the winters of 1984-85 and 1985-86

and can be operated under the full range of winter weather and lighting

condi tions. Reviews of previous developments in opto-electronic

particle measurement and descriptions of early versions of the detector

were compiled by Pomeroy and Male (1985) and Pomeroy et ale (1987). The

particle detector and its calibration are fully described in Appendix A.

The output of the particle detector permi ts calculation of the

horizontal mass flux of blowing snow and wi th output from the
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Figure 3.2

is 230 mlD..

Blowing Snow Particle Detector. Actual length of gauge
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anemometers, calculation of the drift density if the mean horizontal

particle speed can be considered equal to the wind-speed.

3.3 Data Collection.

3.3.1 Site.

Measurements of the wind transport of snow were conducted at a site

representative of the flat, semi-arid, windswept and sparsely-treed

landscapes common to many parts of the Canadian Prairies. The site, an

agricultural plot in the Rural Municipality of Corman Park, is located

on a level plain (glacial lacustrine deposit) at 500 m elevation, 4 km

west of the urban limits of the City of Saskatoon, Saskatchewan and 10

km west of the valley of the South Saskatchewan River. No topographic

changes are visible within the limits of the horizon. An Atmospheric

Environment Service meteorological station, "Saskatoon A", is located 8

kJI northeast of the site. The mean temperature measured from 1951-1980

ofor January is -19.1 C, with a lIean precipitation for the month of

about 23 mm, all as snowfall. On average, this snowfall occurs on 13

out of 31 days. The mean wind-speed in January is 4.7 m/s; over 35

years of record the peak gust speed for January is 30 II/S.

The measurement site was maintained as summer-fallow previous to

formation of the snow-cover in late December 1986, i . e. it had been

cultivated during the summer to prevent the growth of plants and can be

described as non-vegetated. Figure 3.3 shows a map-view of the site and

its immediate land uses during the winter of 1986-87. The predominant

wind-direction during blowing snow is northwest. In this direction the
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Figure 3.3 Map of the Measurement Site. Land uses, vegetation,

farm-yards and roads are shown. Topography is flat except for a slight

lowland near the slough. Scale of the map is 1:12500 and the site is 4

km west of the limits of Saskatoon.
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fetch of summer-fallow land is about 600 m and the distance to the

nearest trees is over 2000 m. Elevated dirt roads (presenting moderate

obstruction to blowing snow) lie 325 m south and 280 m west of the site,

a lowland covered with frozen slough and bush (predominantly Wolf Willow

and high grasses) lies 700 m to the east and northeast, a row of 1.5 m

high, sparsely-spaced (3 m apart) Balsam Poplar trees lies in a north

south line 150 m to the east-southeast and a farm yard composed of

several low buildings surrounded by Balsam Poplar and Norwegian Spruce

tree shelter-belts lies about 225 m to the southeast. These dimensions

define the boundaries of homogeneous land-cover, beyond which the cover

consisted of grain stubble stalks, cut to a height of about 0.15 m above

the soil or summer-fallowed land.

3.3.2 Mast.

An aluminum mast was used to support the instrumentation and permit

alignment of instruments into the prevailing wind (see Fig 3.4). The

mast consists of ten horizontal arms radiating from either side of a

central vertical tube. Instruments are mounted on the arms, located at

five levels, logarithmically-spaced from 0.15 to 3 m in height. The

central tube is a hollow sleeve, which fits over an iron post planted in

the frozen soil. An automotive jack and low-temperature Lithium grease

permits the central tube to rotate and be raised and lowered on the post

in response to changing snow-depth. These operations are performed by

the operator to maintain proper orientation with respect to the wind

direction and a constant height of instruments relative to the snow

surface. Near the mast a wind-vane monitored the wind direction
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(recorded by the data retrieval system), indicating periods when the

mast was aligned, facing the wind.

Instrumentation mounted on the mast for this study consisted of 5

particle detectors spaced at heights from 0.01 to 2 m, 6 anemometers

spaced at heights from 0.15 to 3 m, 5 thermistors spaced from 0.1 to 2 m

of height and 5 hygrometers spaced from 0.1 to 2 m of height.

3.3.3 Data Retrieval.

The purpose of the data retrieval system is to collect readings

from the instruments mounted on the mast, display the readings to the

experiment operator and store the readings in a form amenable to digital

analysis by computer. The data retrieval systeM and its electronic

components were designed for the field prograMme by Mr. T. Brown,

Research Officer, Division of Hydrology. Mr. Brown buil t the

microprocessors with the assistance of Mr. W. Stankewich, Electronic

Technician, Division of Hydrology. The system consists of two Climatic

Monitors, (data-loggers or field microprocessors) linked to the Field

Storage Control Unit (a cassette tape data storage unit with external

microprocessor interaction capabilities). Should the Field Storage

Control Unit fail, the Climatic Monitors can store data in a "rotating"

memory for apprOXimately six hours. The Climatic Monitors are also

interrogated using a Field Interrogation Microprocessor which perMits

visual display of incoming data and confirms proper operation of the

system. The data retrieval system uses a 12 volt D.C. power supply and

was stored in a snow-proof box (0.5 x 0.7 x 1 m), buried in a snow-drift
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20 m southeast of the mast. This system proved highly reliable under

inclement and often severe environmental conditions.

Instruments are interrogated by the Climatic Monitors with varying

frequencies to produce measurements corresponding to 7. 5-min periods.

Pulses from the anemometers and particle detectors are summed over the

7 .5 min. Air temperature and hygrometer thermistors are interrogated

for 33.3 ms, at 8 equally-spaced times over 7.5 min. These values are

then averaged by the Climatic Monitor over the 7.5-min period. A total

of 28 measured values are stored by the data retrieval system every 7.5

min during measurements.

3.4 Blowing Snow Events.

3.4.1 Snow-cover Develop.ent during 1988-87 Winter.

The following meteorological description is based upon data

collected at the field site and data provided by the Saskatchewan

Research Council which maintains the "Saskatoon S.R.e." Climatological

Reference Station in the centre of a large agricultural field north of

Saskatoon. The S.R.C. measures snowfall with a "Meteorological Service

of Canada (M.S.C.) Nipher" precipitation gauge (Goodison et al., 1981),

which is checked twice daily. While considered one of the most accurate

precipitation gauges, the M.S.C. Nipher gauge is subject to some under

catch of snow during high winds and data derived from the gauge

underestimate cumulative precipitation because trace amounts are not

recorded. However, the data can be reliably applied to indicate the

timing and relative quantities of precipitation.
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For December, 1986 only 2.8 mm of precipitation (all as snow) was

arecorded, with a mean air temperature of -8.4 C. Whi 1e a snowpack

formed on stubble lands early in December, until the last week of the

month only a trace of snow covered the summer-fallow fields surrounding

the mast.

January, 1987 was the second warmest since 1931, with a mean

atemperature of -9.3 C and above freezing temperatures on the 1st to

5th, 11th to 14th, 18th and 20th. Total snowfall was 11 mm snow water

equivalent (s.w.e.) with the largest daily snowfall (4.4 mm s.w.e.)

occurring on the 17th and most of the rest occurring after this date.

Cumulative snowfall after the rain on 13 January is plotted against time

and shown in Fig. 3.5. Snow depth surveys of the summer-fallow field

near the mast were conducted on the 19th, 21st and 27th, the results of

these surveys are shown in Fig. 3.6. An example of the spatial

variation in snow-depth over the fallow field is depicted in Fig. 3.7

which shows the snow-depth (19 January) measured approximately every 5 m

plotted against distance. The snow surface hardness was quite low

during the warm weather (near 0 °C) on the 20th increasing substantially

(see Fig. 3.8) after the snowfall, rain and blowing snow event on that

day.

February, 1987 had a mean temperature of -8.3 °c with above

freezing temperatures on the 6th to 12th. Mel t produced by these

temperatures did not reduce the fallow snow-depth, though densifying and

hardening of the snow-cover occurred. Total snowfall was 16.6 mm

s.w.e., 12 of which fell over the 13th and 14th, significantly

increasing the fallow snow-cover. Addi tional cumulative snowfall in
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Figure 3.5 Cumulative Winter Precipitation after 13 January, 1987

Saskatoon. Accumulation of the water equivalent of snowfall recorded

twice daily in a Nipher precipitation gauge by the Saskatchewan Research

Council at a site near to Saskatoon and the measurement site.
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Figure 3.6 Snow Depth, Measurement Si te. The average values

calculated from the resul ts of snow depth measurements along a 140 m

transect near the meteorological mast. Measurements near the shelter

belt are not included in the average.
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February is shown in Fig. 3.5. Snow depth surveys of the summer-fallow

field were conducted on the 2nd, 11th and 23rd, the results of which are

shown in Fig. 3.6. An example of. the increased depth in late February

is shown in the plot of snow-depth against distance in Fig. 3.7. A

snow density survey on the 25th provided a mean density over summer

fallow land of 290 kg/m3 . Figure 3.8 shows a dramatic decline in

surface hardness on the 2nd (following snowfall on the 1st), however by

the 11th (after a melt period) the snow surface was extremely hard

(foot-prints made almost no mark in the snow). After snowfall from the

13th to the 16th, hardness again declined.

oMarch, 1987 had a mean temperature of -3.9 C with above freezing

temperatures from the 3rd to 7th during which the fallow snow-cover

completely melted. A snow depth survey was conducted on the 3rd (see

Fig. 3.6) before melt had begun. Snow densities measured during this

survey provide a mean density of 240 kg/m3. By the 3rd, snow hardness

had increased again (see Fig. 3.8) after a blowing snow event without

precipi tation in late February. No precipi tation occurred in March

before the melt. The survey of 3 March delineates the final seasonal

snow-cover for the winter of 1986-87.

3.4.2 Selection of Blowing Snow Events.

Blowing snow was detected with the Particle Detectors on 16, 18,

19, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29 and 31 January; 2, 6, 7, 14, 24, 25, 26, 27

and 28 February and 2 March. For some of these events the researcher

was not present to orient the Particle Detectors into the wind and

maintain instruments. These events were discarded from the blowing snow
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mass transport analysis but as the anemometers are not particularly

sensitive to orientation and the Particle Detectors register some

particles even when not properly-oriented, the data can provide useful

measurements of the threshold wind-speeds at which snow transport

begins. A list of threshold wind-speeds for snow transport with

corresponding snow-depth, snow-surface hardness, snowpack temperature

and relevant meteorological conditions is presented as Table B.1,

Appendix B.

Blowing snow events used for snow transport analysis were chosen

using the following criteria as guides: presence of the researcher,

sufficient persistence of the event to permit adequate sampling of snow

flux (over 1 hour), proper operation of the instruments and adequate

meteorological fetch (>500 m). To increase the quantity of useful data,

when a specific criterion was not met by a set of measurements, those

measurements were directed towards a transport analysis to which this

criterion was irrelevant. These instances are noted below.

The blowing snow events found acceptable for transport analysis

occurred over 11 hours on 18 January, 1.5 hours on 19 January, 9.4 hours

on 20 January, 11.5 hours on 26 January and 11.6 hours on 27 February.

On 19 January, the Particle Detector used for saltation measurements was

not operational; this event is not used for analysis of saltating

blowing snow. On 27 February, the fetch was inadequate for fully

developed flow of blowing snow above about 0.2 m (see definition of

fully-developed blowing snow and blowing-snow fetch in Chapter 6) though

adequate for development of logarithmic wind-speed profiles therefore,

this event was not used for analysis of suspended blowing snow.
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3.4.3 Meteorological Conditions for Selected Events.

The meteorological conditions directly preceding and during the

selected blowing snow events can be used in interpreting the analysis of

data. To describe these conditions the wind-speed measured at 1 m, air

temperature measured at 2 m, snowpack temperature and relative humidity

measured at 2 m are plotted in Fig.s 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 respectively,

containing data from 17 to 20 January inclusive. Data from 25 to 26

January inclusive and 26 to 27 February inclusive are plotted in Figs.

C.1, C.2, C.3, C.5, C.6 and C.7, Appendix C. The mass flux of blowing

snow as monitored at the five measurement heights is plotted in Figs.

3.12, 3.13, 3.14 and C.4 and C.8, Appendix C, each figure corresponding

to a separate blowing snow event. The blowing snow mass fluxes plotted

correspond to the periods during a blowing snow event where the mast was

oriented into the wind and instrument operation was satisfactory.

3.4.3.1. 18 January. This event occurred about 48 hours after the

previous blowing snow event on 16 January and after a morning snowfall.

Drifting began abruptly, with wind-speeds from the northeast increasing

from 3 to 12 mls over the course of several minutes (see Fig. 3.9). The

wind-speed at the threshold of transport (end of event) was 4 mIs,

corresponding to a 10-m wind-speed of 5.1 m/s. Fig. 3.10 shows a

dramatic drop in temperature from +1 to -19 °c during the event. The

change from cool (-25 °C) temperatures on the 17th to the high of +1 °c

on the 18th and the subsequent decline during the event resulted in two

sharp reversals in the gradient of temperature between the atmosphere

and snowpack, suggesting (Colbeck, 1987) a complicated and rapid
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Figure 3.12 Blowing Snow Mass Flux, 18 January 1987. An example of

the mass flux of blowing snow measured with the Particle Detectors from

1145 h to 2330 h on the meteorological mast. Each "period" is 7.5 min.

long and there are 192 periods per 24 h. Measurement heights are----
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Figure 3.13 Blowing Snow Mass Flux, 19 January 1987. An example of

the mass flux of blowing snow measured with the Particle Detectors fro.

1530 h to 1700 h on the meteorological mast. Each "period" is 7.5 min.

long and there are 192 periods per 24 h. Measurement heights are----

-0.015 m,----0.045 m,--0.46 m,---1 m,---2 m.
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Figure 3.14 Blowing Snow Mass Flux, 20 January 1987. An example of

the mass flux of blowing snow measured with the Particle Detectors from
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long and there are 192 periods per 24 h. Measurement heights are-----
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Relative humidities

(Fig. 3.11) show a slow rise from 50% to over 65% during the event. The

Particle Detector used to measure saltating snow (level 1) was buried

2intermittently, showing a rather steady mass flux (400-500 glm s, see

Fig. 3.12) when operating. Mass flux measurements in the suspended

layer (levels 2 - 5) are more variable than those for saltation, showing

a slight decline from the high fluxes at the beginning of the event.

3.4.3.2. 19 January. This event occurred eight hours after that on

the 18th and is characterised by lower wind-speeds from the northwest

(Fig. 3.9), subsequently the mass fluxes (Fig. 3.13) are lower.

Threshold wind-speeds for transport (determined from periodic cessations

in particle counts) increased from 3.7 to 4.2 a/s (4.1 to 5.6 m/s at 10-

m height) over the course of the event. Saltating snow (level 1) was

not monitored. Temperatures (Fig. 3.10) rose during the day to -5 °C,

this peak occurring during the blowing snow event. Two moderate

reversals in the snowpack-atmosphere temperature gradient occurred as a

result of this peak. Relative humidity (Fig. 3.11) dropped from 60% to

near 50% over the event.

3.4.3.3. 20 January. This event began 17 hours after the previous

days drifting, with threshold wind-speeds declining from 5.9 mls near

the beginning of the event to 4.2 m/s when the event ended early on the

morning of the 21st (7.0 and 4.9 m/s respectively at 10-m height).

Wind-speeds (Fig. 3.9) increased variably from 2 m/s before the event,

to near 13 mls from the west-southwest during its peak. The air

temperature rose from -14 to +1 °c (Fig. 3.10), resulting in a strong

reversal of the snowpack-atmosphere temperature gradient. Relative
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humidities (Fig. 3.11) varied between 50% and 62% during the event. The

occurrence of occasionally heavy snowfall and freezing rain with the

blowing snow, resulted in a net increase in snow-depth. As a result,

the Particle Detector (level 1) used to measure saltating snow was

periodically buried (see Fig. 3.14). A momentary increase in snow-depth

(Periods 140 - 152) brought the Particle Detector located at level 2

2within the flow region where fluxes are high (350 glm s) and typical of

saltating snow. Mass fluxes at all levels were relatively high and

steady during this event.

3.4.3.4. 28 January. This event occurred 36 hours after the

previous blowing snow, with no precipitation during this interval.

Threshold wind-speeds for transport (determined during periodic

cessations in transport) increased from 3.8 to 5.1 mls (5.1 to 6.2 mls

at 10-m height) during the event. An extended cool period (temperatures

less than -10 °c, see Fig. C.2) preceded the event, with temperatures

rising to -2 °c and then dropping slowly during the event. The

temperature rise resulted in a reversal of the temperature gradient

between the snowpack and atmosphere near the beginning of drifting.

Relative humidity (Fig. C.3) rose slowly from 55% to 65% during the

event. Wind-speeds (Fig. C.1) rose sharply with the west-northwest wind

from near 1 mls preceding the initiation of transport to a 9 mls maximum

with velocities occasionally dropping below 4 mls during the event. As

a result the mass flux at all levels is intermittent (Fig. C.4). The

mass flux of saltating snow (level 1) is much less uniform than for the

previous events.
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No significant drifting disturbed the

snowfall which fell from the 13th to the 19th and on the 23rd and 25th,

preceding this event. The threshold wind-speed estimated on the 28th at

the end of the event was 5.2 m/s (5.9 m/s at 10-m height), though less

accurate estimates on the 27th suggest it to have been in the range of

5.5 to 6 m/s (7 to 7.5 m/s at 10-m height) at the time of the event.

Wind-speeds increased from 3.5 m/s preceding the event (Fig. C.5) to a

peak of near 11 mls in its latter half. The event began with an air

temperature of -15 °c (see Fig. C.6), an increase from -27 °c on the

previous day. oAir temperature rose during the event to -5 C but did

not surpass the snowpack temperature. Relative humidity hovered near

70% (Fig. C. 7) with an erratic peak at 90% during a gust at the

beginning of the event. Variation in the wind-speed is reflected by the

2saltating mass flux which varies between 100 and 500 g/m s (Fig. C.8),

maximum flux values are associated with peaks in the wind-speed.

Particle flow for the upper levels (2 - 5) was disturbed due to the

fetch (east-southeast winds), so these data are not shown in Fig. C.8.

Vertical profiles of wind-speed are linear when plotted on log-linear

axes, so are assumed to be sufficiently well-developed for analysis.



4. SALTATION

4.1 Discussion of the Phenoaenon.

Several authors (Dyunin, 1967; Male, 1980; Schmidt, 1986) have

concluded that a large component of the mass flux of blowing snow

travels in saltation, hence a discussion of the phenomenon 1s pertinent

to the development of a blowing snow mass transport model. Saltation

refers to the horizontal movement of particles in low, curved

trajectories which periodically impact the surface. Sal tation

trajectories are rarely more than a few centimetres in height for

materials such as sand and snow under terrestrial atmospheric pressure

and gravi t y . Kobayashi (1972 ) and Kikuchi (1981 ) have noted from

photographic measurements that sal tating snow particles ascend in an

essentially vertical course, accelerate horizontally near the top of

their trajectory and descend to the surface wi th a significant

horizontal as well as vertical component to their velocity.

Inertia prevents most saltating snow particles from accelerating in

response to the drag imposed by short turbulent velocity fluctuations

near the surface. Thus, the effects of turbulent lift forces applied to

saltating snow particles are very small. Based on this feature, a more

strict defini tion of sal tating particles is the mass of particles in

a tmospheric transport for which the vertical component of turbulent

atmospheric drag is zero.

Upon impact, kinetic energy is transferred from the sal tating

particles to the surface, some being immediately reapplied to the

49
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particles as they eject from the surface via splash or rebound and some

appl ied in the shattering of particle bonds. Lift due to sharp

vertical gradients in wind-speed near the surface is applied to

particles at ejection and vertical acceleration due to Magnus forces (if

particles rotate rapidly) occurs elsewhere on a particle t s trajectory

(White and Schulz, 1977). It is not clear whether aerodynamic lift and

Magnus forces are significant for saltating snow particles. Observed

particle trajectories (Kobayashi, 1972) suggest that the kinetic energy

applied to particles during ejection results in an initially upward

rather than horizontal motion. Kikuchi (1981 ) has measured maximum

trajectory heights equal to v 2/2g where v is the vertical component of
o 0

the particle ejection velocity and g is the gravitational constant. His

measurements suggest that the kinetic energy applied to particles during

ejection is primarily responsible for their trajectory height.

Schmidt's (1980) analysis of ice particle collisions concludes that

they are highly elastic, however bonds formed between ice particles

contained in a matrix can be easily shattered by typical snow particle

saltation impacts. A portion of the energy imparted to the surface is

appl ied in the shattering of surface particle bonds, making these

particles available for expulsion from the surface. The shear stress at

the surface associated with the energy required to effectively shatter

surface particle bonds is the threshold shear stress. The kinetic

nature of this condition requires that the threshold be determined as

the shear stress at which saltation stops, rather than starts.

Some of the energy not reapplied to particle ejection is applied to

shatter bonds of particles deeper within the snowpack. A great deal of
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time may pass before these particles are ejected from the snowpack, thus

bonds to the snow matrix can rapidly redevelop via metamorphism. As

energy applied to shatter these bonds is unusable to the saltation

process, it is considered a manifestation of inefficiency in the

saltation transport mechanism.

4.2 Develop.ent of a Maaa Plux Model for Saltating Blowing Snow.

4.2.1 Goala and Liaitationa of a Maaa Flux Model

The intent of this development is to derive a physically-based

mathematical model of sal tating blowing snow; a model capable of

estimating the mass and flow characteristics of saltating snow in the

atmosphere from measurements taken at synoptic meteorological stations

(wind speed, wind speed at the termination of snow transport) and the

landscape topography and vegetation. A model directed towards

calculation of the mass flux of saltating snow differs from a model

intent on explaining the physics of saltation, in that not all processes

and interactions can be fully addressed. In this development, details

of the interaction of particle and snow-surface, particle spin and the

time variable nature of particle transport are neglected in order to

provide tractable, flexible expressions.

4.2.2 Model Develop.ent

The sal tating mass flux and its constituent parameters can be

determined by examining the behaviour of the mean wind speed in the

saltating layer of particles, considering the kinetic energy available
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to support the saltating flow and by applying the principle of mass

continui ty to this flow. In the following development the friction

velocity u* refers to the semi-logarithmic slope of the mean horizontal

velocity gradient above the surface and the threshold friction velocity

u* t refers to that slope measured at the end of or during an

interruption (Qsalt = 0) in the blowing snow event, i.e. the point where

saltation stops.

4.2.3 Saltation

Using the principle of mass continuity, the time averaged mass flux

of saltating blowing snow, Qsalt' is

Qsa1t - J (4.1)

where u at z is the saltation velocity (mean horizontal velocity of the
p

saltating particles, the mean weighted over the particle trajectory and

mass) at height z, and 11 at z is the drift density (time averaged JRass
s

of snow per unit volume of atmosphere) of saltating snow at height z.

Kikuchi's (1981) wind tunnel measurements of the flux of saltating snow,

show the term u 11 at z increases in proportion to an exponentialp s

function of height.

For convenience and simplicity of analysis, the saltation layer is

defined as a layer of saltating snow, which possesses central values of

the drift density and saltation velocity and within which passes the

mass flux, Qsalt' It is that region of the atmosphere between the snow
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surface and the saltation height, h, where h is the mean maximum height

of saltating particle trajectories.

layer is:

The mean drift density ~ for thiss

~s = (4.2)

The saltation velocity for this layer, u , is the mean horizontal
p

velocity of saltating particles at all heights z, the mean weighted over

the particle trajectories and mass. In terms of these mean values, the

mass flux of saltating snow is

= ~ u hs p (4.3)

where the term Qsalt in Eq. 4.3 is equal to that in Eq. 4.1.

Neglecting buoyant forces, the weight of saltating particles W can
p

be defined in terms of the mass ~ h of blowing snow supported over a
s

unit area of snow-surface, where;

(4.4)

and g is the gravitational constant.

An argument relating the atmospheric shear forces on saltating

particles to the normal force required to vertically support the

particles is necessary to define the weight of saltation (and therefore
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the mass) in terms of wind speed parameters. To find the drift density

and the mass flux per unit area in saltation, expressions for the mean

height and velocity of saltation are also necessary.

4.2.4 Ataospheric Shear Stress

The turbulent shear stress exchanged via friction between layers of

the atmosphere and between the atmosphere and the surface can be

calculated using the vertical gradient of the mean horizontal wind

velocities (see Section 2.2), thus providing a tool to find the force

available to support the mass of saltating blowing snow.

For the case of blowing snow over flat landscapes, the shear stress

near the surface, T, is considered to be composed of three components,

where

T = T + T + Tn s r (4.5)

In Equation 4.5 T is the shear force exchanged with surfaces of non
n

erodible elements such as vegetation or man-made structures, per unit

area of ground surface; T is the shear force exchanged directly with
s

the stationary erodible surface, per unit area of ground surface; and Tr

is the shear force exchanged with the layer of saltating particles (the

fluidised bed), per unit area of ground surface. These three components

must eventually transmit the total shear stress to the ground.

An empirical expression, developed from wind tunnel observations of

flow over plant stubble stalks (Lyles and Allison, 1976), exists for

estimating the force per unit area of the ground surface exchanged
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between the atmosphere and the sal tating and stationary erodible

surfaces. The calculation is based on the total shear stress and

stubble stalk geometry and has the form,

1.638 + 17.04 N tA t - 0.117 L /Ls s y x
(4.6)

where N
st

is the number of plant stubble stalks per unit area of ground

surface, A t is the silhouette area of a single stalk, L is thes y

distance between stalks parallel to the wind direction, and Lx is the

distance between stalks perpendicular to the wind direction. The shear

force applied to non-erodible elements can be found as a function of T

using Eq.s 4.5 and 4.6.

The shear force per uni t ground-surface area exerted on the

sal tating and stationary erodible surface (T - T ) is equal to the
n

component of shear stress available for saltation. Saltation ceases

when the available shear stress drops below a given value, termed the

threshold shear stress T
t

. As this is the point where saltation stops

rather than starts, the threshold shear stress is a kinetic rather than

static threshold (see Appendix B for more discussion of the threshold

concept) . It has been suggested on theoretical (Owen, 1964) and

empirical (Bagnold, 1941; Kikuchi, 1981) grounds that T maintains as

constant value during saltation, this value being very close to the

threshold shear stress. A consequence of this assumption is that all

shear stress in excess of the threshold level is applied on the

saltating particles, as a horizontal force. This partitioning of stress
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yields a relationship between the available shear stress and the force

per unit area exerted on the saltating particles, where;

(4.7)

Thus the shear force per unit ground-surface area applied to saltating

particles can be found as a function of the total shear stress, the

geometry of vegetation stalks, and the level of available shear stress

at the kinetic threshold of saltation.

Wi th respect to a time-averaged frame of reference on a flat

surface, the shear force exerted by the atmosphere on a fluidised bed

(of saltating particles) covering a unit area of surface may be

considered a horizontally applied kinetic frictional force f (Fig.
r

4.1). The equal and opposite horizontal force, F ,
r

applied by the

fluidised bed on the atmosphere is transferred from the ground to

saltating particles as they decelerate and lose horizontal momentum upon

impact with the surface. The magnitude of the shear force exerted on

the fluidised bed is proportional to that of the normal force N exerted

by the surface on the fluidised bed. Neglecting particle lift forces,

the normal force is equal and opposite to the weight W of the
p

fluidised bed on the surface. In terms of force magnitudes;

f /lJr r N = W
P

(4.8)

where lJr is analogous to the coefficient of kinetic friction.
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Figure 4.1 Forces Applied to a Mass of Saltating Snow. A diagram in

cross-sectional view showing a concept of time-averaged forces applied

to a mass of particles saltating over a unit area of surface. Wp is the

weight of particles, N is the normal force exerted by the surface on the

particles. f is the frictional force applied horizontally by ther
atmosphere on the particles and F is the kinetic frictional force

r
applied horizontally by the surface on the particles.
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Specifying the application of each force over a unit area of ground

surface, the magnitude of the weight of sal tating particles can be

related to the magnitude of the shear stress applied to the fluidised

bed, where

W = e Tp r (4.9)

e = 1/~ and is termed the efficiency of saltation. Assuming verticalr

lift forces applied to the particles are not significant, Eq. 4.9 is

used to relate the weight of saltating particles to shear stresses in

the atmosphere.

Combining Eq. s 4.4 and 4.9 defines the total mass of sal tating

particles as,

11 hs
e= -(T - T - Tt )g n (4.10)

A characteristic atmospheric boundary-layer flow veloci ty is u*,

the friction velocity, which is a function of the shear stress T and the

density p of the medium conducting the stress, where u*2 = Tip. During

blowing snow events, the flow density a few tens of centimetres above

the saltation layer is approximately equal to the solid-free atmospheric

density p. This permits a relationship between the mass supported by
a

saltation and atmospheric velocities, where,

11 hs

p e
a
g (4.11)
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Friction velocities in this relationship are defined as: u* , the
n

friction velocity associated with the shear force applied to non-

erodible roughness elements and u*t' the friction velocity associated

with the threshold shear stress. For a completely snow-covered surface,

u* is equal to zero.
n

4.2.5 Saltation Height

To find the drift density using Eq. 4.11 an expression for h must

be developed. Owen (1964) suggests the initial vertical velocity, vO'

of an ascending saltating particle is proportional to the friction

velocity, u*. Assuming the net effects on the particle trajectory from

all forces except gravity are negligible, the mean maximum saltation

2trajectory height, h, should be equal to vo 12g and therefore should be

proportional to u*2/2g . Owen further proposes that the Dlean saltation

height creates an aerodynamic roughness which appears to the flow above

2it as a roughness height, zO' proportional to u*. He argues that as zo

varies with u*2 so must h, where

*2
Zo ~ h ~ ~ (4.12)2g

A roughness height proportional to u*2/2g is compatible with Bagnold's

(1941) measurements of wind speed profiles within the saltation layer

(see section 4.2.6) and has been measured above the saltation layer by

Tabler (1980) for blowing snow over lake ice and by Tabler and Schmidt
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(1986) for blowing snow over continuous lake-based snow-covers. Based

upon Owen's arguments the relationship,

h =
2 g

(4.13)

This value

is proposed, where c2 is a constant.

Owen (1980 unpublished, as referred to by Greeley and Iversen,

1985) suggests a value for c2 of 1.6 for blowing sand.

provides saltation heights wi thin the range measured by Kikuchi (1981)

for saltating snow and by White and Schultz (1977) for saltating sand.

Using Eqs. 4.11 and 4.13 the drift density of snow in saltation can

be expressed as;

l1
S

= (4.14)

Equation 4.14 is similar to that proposed by Owen (1964), except for his

neglect of u* .
n

4.2.6 Saltation Velocity

The saltation velocity must be determined to calculate the mass

flux. While a strict definition of this velocity has been presented, it

may also be considered a time average of velocities resul ting from

particle acceleration in response to drag against the relative
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horizontal wind velocity and deceleration in response to drag against

the surface in the form of momentum exchange during impact. For a

continuous snow-cover, properties such as the surface crystal structure

and strength influence the processes involved in momentum exchange

during particle impact. These properties exhibit wide spatial variation

(Martinelli and Ozment, 1985), therefore their effect on the net

momentum exchange is averaged as the particles are transported over a

surface.

Relative to the surface;

ii =
p

(4.15)

where cd is a net particle drag coefficient representing the time

averaged balance of drag as particles decelerate from drag against the

atmosphere and impact with the snow surface less the drag against the

atmosphere as particles accelerate and u is the representative wind-

speed (located at height z j ) with respect to which acceleration and

deceleration occur. Thus Zj is the height at which the wind-speed is

proport i onal to the sal tation veloci ty. Sal tating particles

horizontally accelerate primarily in response to the wind-speed near the

top of their trajectories, it is therefore expected that Zj occurs in

this range of heights and is proportional to h. Thus, for a set of

snow-surface conditions, the mean particle velocity is a function of the

gradient of wind-speed in the saltation layer and the mean height of the

saltation layer.
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Bagnold's (1941) and Chepil's (1945) measurements of the horizontal

wind-speed within layers of saltating sand and dust respectively, show

deviations from the logarithmic form of the vertical gradient of the

wind-speed (see Fig. 4.2 from Bagnold, 1941), resulting in low

horizontal velocities near the surface. The deviations are manifest as

what Bagnold terms a "focus" of vertical gradients of the wind-speed.

Bagnold (1941) describes his measurements of wind-speed profiles:

" ... no matter how strongly the wind is made to blow;
i . e. no matter how great is the velocity gradient,
the wind velocity at a height of about 3 mm remains
almost the same. Moreover at levels still closer to
the ground the wind velocity actually falls as the
wind above is made stronger."

This focus is akin to the roughness length focus of the logarithmic

wind-speed gradient, zo' but intersects a wind-speed equal to that at

the saltation threshold rather than a wind-speed of zero. To describe

these measurements for saltation, Bagnold (1941) proposes the following

modification of Prandtl's logarithmic wind-speed equation:

(4.16)

Uz is the wind-speed at z during saltation, zf is the height of the

focus and Ut(Zf) is the wind-speed at the threshold of saltation at

height zf. Equation 4.16 is only valid for z ~ zf' for lesser z,

Uz =Ut(Zf) (see Fig. 4.2).

Owen (1964) proposes a modified equation which provides similar

results. Owen's equation is in analogy to Prandtl's logarithmic wind

speed equation, except Zo is specified as being proportional to u*2,
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Figure 4.2 Wind-speed Distributions. Fig. 17, p. 58 from Bagnold

(1941) showing measured vertical gradients of wind-speed over saltating

and non-saltating surfaces. Bagnold's v is equivalent to u , V* and
Z z

V*' are equivalent to u*, k is equivalent to zo' and k' is equivalent to

zf·
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u* 2
Uz = ~ In(zl(au* )] (4.17)

where a is a proportionality constant. As with Bagnold's equation, Eq.

4.17 should not be used below the wind-speed focus height. Owen

rationalises the proportionality between Zo and u*2 on the hypothesis

that the layer of saltating particles acts similar to an aerodynamic

roughness of magnitude proportional to the mean height, h, of saltating

particles. Kind (1976), using data from aura et al (1967), and Tabler

(1980) have demonstrated the usefulness of Owen's hypothesis in

2describing blowing snow measurements. Tabler found a = 0.001352 s 1m

over a frozen lake.

Equations 4.16, 4.17 and the logari thmic wind-speed profile

equation can be related to find the height of Bagnold' s focus as a

function of the friction velocity, threshold friction velocity,

coefficient a and the intrinsic (non-transport) snow-surface roughness,

zo'· The solution for zf' the height of Bagnold's focus is:

[

u* In(au*2) - ut In(zo) 1
zf=exp--

u* - u*
t

(4.18)

Because Eqs. 4.16 and 4. 17 are developed from somewhat different

assumptions and restrictions are placed on the valid range of heights in

both equations, calculations using this solution become unstable for
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friction velocities near to threshold levels. Nevertheless, Eq. 4.18

provides a convenient approximation to the height of the focus.

Substituting Bagnold's wind-speed profile equation (Eq. 4.16) for u

at Z = Zj in Eq. 4.15, results in the state that as zf increases towards

the height Zj' the term In(zjlzf) approaches zero. Hence for zf near to

Zj the saltation velocity is nearly proportional to the threshold wind

speed at Zj and, following the logarithmic wind-speed profile equation

(valid for threshold conditions), is nearly proportional to u*t. If zf

is above Zj' according to Bagnold's descriptions (Fig. 4.2) and the

limitations on Eq. 4.16, Zj will still be proportional to the threshold

friction velocity. Presuming that the focus of wind-speeds in saltation

occurs near or above the reference height for particle acceleration and

deceleration, the saltation velocity is a function of the threshold

friction velocity:

u = c u*
P 1 t

(4.19)

where c1 is a constant.

Substituting Eq.s 4.11 and 4.19 into Eq. 4.3 provides a solution

for the mass flux in saltation in terms of atmospheric velocities.

Thus,

(4.20)
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Note that the form of this equation differs somewhat from that of

Bagnold and others in that, for a complete snow-cover and low threshold

friction velocity, the mass flux increases roughly as the square of the

friction velocity rather than the cube. Ungar and Haff (1987) arrive at

the square relationship as well and note that both the cube and square

relationships fit sand transport data reasonably well.

4.3 I.plicationa of Meaaured Data.

To test the sal tation model and empirically determine the

coeff i cients c1 and e, the theoretical equations for saltation are

solved and compared to measured data.

4.3.1 Data

The measurements used in this analysis are 7. 5-min suuations of

the number of particles counted by the Particle Detector (see Appendix

A) . The measurements are calibrated using the assumed particle size

distributions in saltation (Schmidt, 1981), the time of summation and

the gauge sampling area, resulting in 7.5-min averages of the mass flux

(kg/m2s) of blowing snow through a differential area normal to the flow.

To measure saltation, an attempt was made to keep the instruments

"within the visual saltation layer" tending towards a 2-cm height above

the local snow-surface. However, because the snow surface elevation

continuously changes during blowing snow events as snow dunes migrate,

most measurements integrate the fluxes between 0 and 3 or 4 cm of

height. The height of the dunes and therefore the range of measurement

he ights incr~ases with wind-speed. Thus, the measurement procedure
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tends to mechanically integrate the mass flux over tilDe. This

integration is analogous to an equation of the form,

1= (4.21)

The caret (A) denotes an approximate value and zi and Zj represent the

lowest and highest heights respectively of measurement by the Particle

Detector.

This type of saltation measurement in an outdoor environment is

unique for blowing snow and represents a rare opportunity to test theory

wi thout It contamination It of data by the suspended fraction to the mass

flux, however, the range zi to Zj is not accurately known and varies

from measurement to measurement. This variation is a manifestation of

the turbulent nature of saltation and introduces a Gaussian scatter to

mean trends in measured data. As the range of measurement height

increases with increasing particle trajectory height, trends developed

from this data should not severely over- or under-estimate the true

are deleted, with the above reservations,(A)Caretsvalue of ii 11 .
P s

frOID measured values for the remainder of this development.

Data for events on 18, 20 and 26 January and 25 February 1987 are

used, which, excluding periods when the gauges were buried by snow,

represent 197 7.5-min periods. The data represent measurement periods

when great care was taken to ensure the reliability of measurements,

though some values may underestimate the flux because of partial icing
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or bur ial of the gauge for part of the 7. 5-min average. Air

o 0temperatures during the 197 periods vary from +2 to -20 C and the

hardness of the snow-covers varied from hard (foot makes little imprint)

to soft (concurrent snowfall). The relationship of these factors to

threshold conditions for snow transport is discussed in Appendix B.

Friction velocities are determined from the vertical gradient of

horizontal mean wind speed as measured by five anemometers, mounted on a

mast and logarithmically spaced from a height of 0.35 to 3 m.

Threshold friction velocities as determined from wind speed gradients

during lulls in transport or at the end of a blowing snow event, vary

from 0.2 to 0.33 mls and friction velocities during successful blowing

snow measurements vary from 0.2 to 0.65 m/s. It is emphasised that the

flat and non-vegetated upwind fetch results in T = 0 and therefore u*n n

= o.

A plot of the mass flux through a unit area (l1sUp ) Cigainst the

friction velocity (see Fig. 4.3) shows a linear trend in 11 ii withs p

increasing friction velocity, beginning with 0 g/m2s at threshold

friction velocities of between 0.2 to 0.33 m/s. For friction velocities

greater than 0.45 m/s, the average of 11 U tends to remain constant,s p
2 2with values centring on 420 glm s but ranging from 200 to 600 g/m s. It

is not evident whether the transition between the straight line segments

is sharp or gradual. The scatter in the plot indicates that a simple

relationship between 11 U and u* does not exist for the range ofs p

condi tions under which measurements were taken. The sal tation

measurements contrast with similar measurements of mass flux per unit

area in suspension (see Fig. 5.3) which are of much lower magnitude but
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Figure 4.3 Mass Flux of Saltating Snow per Unit Area versus

Atmospheric Friction Veloci ty. 197 measurements collected over four

days. Mass fluxes are measured through a differential area within the

sal tation layer and represent averages over 7. 5-min. Snow-cover

condi tions are described by threshold friction velocities which vary

from 0.2 mls to 0.33 mls over the measurements.
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indicate proportionality with the cube or higher powers of u*. This

difference indicates saltation and suspension differ substantially in

their behaviour and should be modelled as discrete phenomena. As well

it indicates that an empirical analysis of mass flux measurements which

combine contributions of similar magnitude from the saltating and

suspended modes is difficult to relate to a physically-based theory.

4.3.2 Calibration of the Model Usin. Field Data.

To determine the magnitudes of the mass flux and drift density; the

coefficients for saltation height, saltation efficiency and saltation

velocity must be estimated. Measured values of wind-speed and saltating

mass flux per unit area are used to estimate the magnitudes and possible

variation of these coefficients over continuous snow-covers.

4.3.2.1 Sal tation Height. Two field tests of Owen IS (1964)

hypotheses regarding saltation height and the effect of saltation on the

total (fluidised and stationary) aerodynamic roughness of the surface

were made.

The first test involves measurement of the aerodynamic roughness

height during saltation. Owen proposes that as far as the atmospheric

flow above them is concerned, saltating particles act as an aerodynamic

roughness of height proportional to the mean maximum trajectory height,

h, of the particles, and this trajectory height is proportional to the

square of the friction velocity. The aerodynamic roughness height

during saltation should therefore be proportional to the square of the

friction velocity.
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Figure 4.4 Aerodynamic Roughness Height during Blowing Snow versus

the Square of the Atmospheric Friction Velocity. 253 vertical profiles

of the wind-speed over saltating snow were measured over four days; the

aerodynamic roughness height and friction velocity are determined from

these measurements and plotted as indicated. A best fit line developed

from a linear regression, r 2 0.68, of the two variables is also

plotted.
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Examination of 253 wind-speed profiles, measured during blowing

snow on 18, 20 and 26 January, shows an increase in the aerodynamic

2roughness Zo with u* (see Fig. 4.4). A least-squares regression of Zo

and u*2 yields the relationship,

*2uZo = 0.244 -ag-- (4.22)

Equation 4.22 has a coefficient of determination, r 2
= 0.68 and a

-4standard error of estimate of Zo equal to 5.4 x 10 m.

measurements lend support to Owen's hypotheses.

These

The second test evaluates whether the value of c2 = 1.6 chosen for

Eq. 4.13 provides reasonable values for the mean height of sal tating

particles. Blowing snow data obtained on 20 January 1987 using the

Particle Detectors provides a test of Owen's value. Figure 3.14 (see

Chapter 3) documents the passage of a large dune; the dune buried gauge

#1, normally used to measure saltating snow, and lowered the effective

height of gauge #2, normally used to measure suspended snow at heights

between 5 and 6 cm. Gauge #2 was located 3 cm above gauge #1, so the

cessation of output from gauge #1 indicates the time when the effective

measurement height of gauge #2 dropped below 3 cm. The mass flux

measured by gauge #2 jumped dramatically at this point and began to

increase proportionally with u* rather than wi th The friction

veloci ty during this transition from the measurement of suspension to

that of saltation was between 0.5 and 0.6 m/s. The inferred transition

heights correspond well with the maximUJD saltation trajectory height of

about 2.4 cm predicted using Eq. 4.12 with u* = 0.55 mls and c2 = 1.6.
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Thus the second test lends support to the use of Eq. 4.13 and a value

for c2 of 1.6.

Nei ther test permi ts an irrefutable concl usion that Owen I s

hypotheses are valid for blowing snow, however they lend sufficient

support to the hypotheses and to the value of 1.6 forc 2 to permit the

application of these concepts in practice.

4.3.2.2 Sal tation Efficiency. The product of the saltation

efficiency e and the saltation velocity coefficient c1 can be evaluated

in terms of measured values of the friction velocity and mass flux per

unit area. Whilst the nature of the measured parameters does not allow

formal separation of e and c1 , the variables can be deduced based upon a

set of assumptions.

The quantity 11 'ii is measured by the particle detector and iss p

specified in terms of the friction velocity as

11 'ii = 2Pae(cl/c2)u*t[1 - u*2/u*2 2 2] (4.23)- u*t/u*s p n

and,

11s 'iip
2pae(c1/c2)[1 - *2/ *2 2 2] (4.24)U* = u u - u*t /u*

t n

2 2Figure 4.5 shows 11s 'iip/u*t plotted against 1 - (u* t lu* ) (noting

u* = 0), where the parameters on each axis are determined fromn

measurements. The data scatter about a trend which demonstrates a zero

intercept and a positive slope of less than 1 for small values of 1-

( * 21 *2)u t u , however for val ues of 1 - (u* t 2lu*2) greater than
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1
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2

= 1.6 and e = 1/(3.25u*)

Is plotted through the data. Values are derived from measurements of

the saltating mass flux of snow and the friction velocity.
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approximately 0.5 the trend changes and the slope is near to 1. The

slope of the plot in Fig. 4.5 is (2 Pa e c1/c2). Values of e c1/c2 are

plotted against the friction velocity in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6

indicates a linear decrease in (e c1/c
2

) with increasing u*. The data

exhibit scatter which decreases with increasing friction velocity.

Inspection of Fig. 4.5 shows that values of (11 ti /u*t) near thes p

threshold of transport are small; as u*t is small for these conditions,

11 ti must be very small.s p
Hence the variation in (e c1/c2) near the

threshold is of relatively minor importance to calculation of the mass

flux. A straight line can be fitted to the values of (e c1/c2) which

correspond to friction velocities above threshold conditions (u* > 0.4

m/s), and is plotted in Fig. 4.6.

Assuming:

1) The saltation height coefficient c
2

is independent of friction

velocity and has a value of i.6,

2) The saltation velocity coefficient c1 is constant,

3) The saltation efficiency is not constant and has a maximum value

of 1.0, and

4) The maximum measured values of 11sUp correspond to conditions

where e = 1.0,

the decline in (e c1/c2) with u* can provide information regarding the

nature of the saltation efficiency. It is suggested that values of e

equal to 1.0 correspond to the maximum individual measured values of

11 U /u*t. For the measurements, a maximUDl value of 11 U /u*t = 1.9 kg/m3
s p s p

was obtained at a value of 1 - u*t2/u*2 equal to 0.55 (see Fig. 4.5),

the u* for this value is 0.25 m/s. Using Eq. 4.24 and assuming e = 1.0
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gives a value for the saltation velocity coefficient, c1 of 2.3. With

c1 = 2.3, c2 = 1.6 and e = 1.0; (e c
1
/c

2
) has a value of 1.44. With a u*

= 0.25, this point lies within the region of scatter in (e c
1
/c

2
), and

falls on the best-fit line drawn through the high u* values of e c
1
/c

2

(see Fig. 4.6). As c
1

and c
2

are assumed to be constants, the slope in

Fig. 4.6 Is due to the decline in e with increasing friction velocity.

The equation for e in terms of u* is

e =
1

3.25 u* , e <= 1 (4.25)

Note that e is not permitted to possess values greater than 1.0 and is

not zero for any finite u*.

4.3.2.3 Saltation Veloei ty. In the preceding section, the

saltation velocity coefficient c1 , was calculated as 2.3. This assumes

the sal tation veloci ty is directly proportional to the threshold

friction veloci ty, and possesses a fixed constant of proportionality.

This assumption is valid when zf' the height of the focus of horizontal

wind-speeds during saltation is near or above Zj' the height possessing

the reference wind-speed for particle acceleration (see section 4.2.6).

It is expected that Zj is near and proportional to h, the saltation mean

trajectory height. Should zf lie well below h, and by implication Zj'

then following Eq. s 4.15 and 4.16 a linear relationship between the

saltation velocity and u* is expected. An examination of measured

aerodynamic roughness parameters can suggest whether the assumption of

the saltation velocity proportional to the threshold friction velocity

is acceptable.
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The mass flux expression developed by Bagnold (1941) (Qsalt ~ u*3)

suggests sal tation velocities are linearly related to the friction

velocity. Interestingly, his measured intrinsic roughness height (zo' =

o . 03 mm) is small compared to the zo' = 0 . 2 DlDl measured over snow

surfaces without snow transport. With an intrinsic roughness height of

0.03 am, Bagnold found zf to be about 3 am; well below the top of

saltating particle trajectories which are generally 10 or more mm in

height. For the friction velocities found at near-threshold conditions,

no focus of windspeeds is expected to develop at all, regardless of

intrinsic roughness (there is simply insufficient saltation to affect

the aerodynamic roughness - see an example for snow in Zo corresponding

to values of u*2 near 0.04 m2/s 2 in Fig. 4.3). Hence, for friction

velocities very near to u* under any roughness condition and for all
t

friction velocities given Bagnold's roughness values, the saltation

velocity probably increases in proportion to u*.

Using the measured value of a = 0.01245 s2 /m (see Eq. 4.22) and the

intrinsic aerodynamic roughness zo' = 0.2 DlDl in Eq. 4.18, values of zf

about an order of magnitude larger than Bagnold's value are calculated.

For instance, given a u* = 0.5 mls and a u*t = 0.2 m/s; zf = 20 mm.

Increasing u*t to 0.25 mls provides zf = 45 mm. These values are near

to or larger than the saltation heights suggested by Eq. 4.13 with c2 =

1.6 (h for u* = 0.5 mls is about 20 mm). The fact that zf is near to or

larger than h for the friction velocities with which the significant

mass fluxes occur (u* > u*t)' supports the linear relation between

sal tation velocity and threshold friction velocity described by Eq.

4.19.
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Examination of (e c
1
/c

2
), the lumped saltation height, velocity and

efficiency parameter, may identify conditions where the saltation

veloci ty increases wi th u*, indicating zf is well below Z j (and h).

Figure 4.6 shows a cluster of (e c
1
/c

2
) values lying below the trend

line of the relationship between (e c
1
/c

2
) and u*. The clustered points

could indicate the saltation velocity increasing with the friction

velocity. Most of these points correspond to u* less than approximately

1.5U*t' The scarcity of data for which up increases with u* prevents

the development of an empirical relationship between the saltation

velocity and friction velocity for this near-threshold condition.

However, since proportionality between up and u*t is dominant for the

larger range of measurement conditions, it is concluded that the

saltation velocity model as proposed in Eq. 4.19 is adequately supported

by the measured data when the coefficient c1 equals 2.3. It should be

noted that the saltation of snow over smoother terrain may not display a

similar saltation velocity regime.

4.3.3 Model of Saltat1ng Snow and Co.parison to Measured Results

The results of the measurements can now be compiled to define the

functions for the drift densi ty and mass flux and to calculate values

which can be directly compared to measurements made with the Particle

Detector.

4.3.3.1 Drift Density. Assigning the appropriate values to the

saltation height and efficiency coefficients yields a function for the

drift density of the form:



l1
S

= 2.6 u* (4.26)
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The coefficient 2.6 is dimensionless. Figure 4.7 shows this equation

for u* = 0, an atmospheric density of 1.2 kg/m3 and a variety of
n

threshold conditions. It is evident that varying threshold conditions

have a significant effect on the drift density and the form of its

increase with u* in the lower range of that parameter, the effect being

diminished to a minor variation as u* approaches 1.0 m/s.

4.3.3.2 Mass flux. The mass flux in saltation can be specified

from the results of measurements, leading to the equation:

0.71 P
a

u* g [ 2 2 3]u* u* - u* u* - u*t tnt' (4.27)

where 0.71 is a dimensionless coefficient combining saltation velocity

and eff iciency coefficients. Equation 4.27 gives a rather complex

increase in the mass flux with friction velocity, and is plotted in Fig.

4.8 for u* = O.
n

For fr i ction velocities near the threshold of

transport, the largest mass fluxes are associated with the lowest

threshold friction velocities. However between friction velocities of

0.3 to 0.6 mls there is a cross-over and the higher threshold friction

velocities are associated wi th the higher mass fluxes. For friction

velocities near the threshold of transport, the mass fluxes are larger

for low threshold velocities because of the higher drift densi ties in

this range of conditions (see Fig. 4.7). As drift densities decline
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Figure 4.7 Saltation Drift Density versus Friction Velocity. A plot

of the drift densi ty of blowing snow in the sal tat ion layer, for a

var iety of threshold conditions against the friction velocity. The

drift density is calculated assuming an atmospheric density of 1.2 kg/m3

and a lack of exposed vegetation and soil at the snow surface.
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Figure 4.8 Saltation Mass Flux versus Friction Velocity. A plot of

the mass flux of saltating snow, calculated for a variety of threshold

conditions, against the friction velocity. The mass flux is calculated
3assuming an atmospheric density of 1.2 kg/m and a lack of exposed

vegetation and solI at the snow surface.
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wi th increasing friction velocity to a value common for all threshold

conditions, the greater horizontal velocity associated with high-

threshold fluxes dominates over other factors.

4.3.3.3 Co.pari.on to Measured Values. Using Eq. 4.23 to

calculate l1sup wi th values of c
1

and c
2

equal to 2.3 and 1.6

respectively and Eq. 4.25 to calculate e, the measured and modelled mass

flux per unit area are compared in Fig. 4.9. A linear regression

between the data sets yields an r 2 = 0.79 and a mean ratio of predicted

over measured values of 0.98. The scatter of data shows little skew

froll a 1: 1 correspondence, indicating no systematic error due to the

coefficients in estimates of n u. Considering possible errors in thes p

estimates of threshold friction veloci ty and measurement errors

inherent in data collected under difficult conditions the degree of

correlation is remarkably high and confirms the employment of concepts

in the model.

Figure 4.10 shows the saltating mass flux per unit area calculated

using the same friction velocities and threshold friction velocities

with which the mass fluxes were measured in the field. The curves show

a rapid increase followed by a gradual decrease in mass flux per unit

area wi th increasing u*. Individual curves correspond to specific

threshold conditions and as plotted against u*, are offset on the x-axis

by the value of the threshold friction velocity. This explains the

tendency for the data in Fig. 4.3, collected under a variety of

threshold conditions, to follow two straight-line segments.
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Figure 4.9 Measured versus Calculated Mass Flux per Unit Area in

Saltation. A plot of measured saltating snow mass fluxes per unit area

against fluxes modelled using the measured friction velocities and

threshold friction veloci ties. A one to one correspondence line is

plotted. The coefficient of determination for these data is 0.79.



Figure 4.10 Modelled Mass Flux versus Friction Velocity. A plot of

modell ed sal tating mass f luxes calculated using the same friction

velocity and threshold friction velocity values as measured for the data

plotted in Fig. 4.3, against the friction velocity. A comparison with

Fig. 4.3 shows the effect of varying threshold friction veloci ties on

the mass fluxes encountered at a particular friction velocity.
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4.4 Discussion.

The model demonstrates that high threshold conditions for transport

are associated with more efficient saltation transport, leading to

higher mass fluxes for a given friction velocity. Schmidt (1986) also

reached this conclusion, based upon measurements over lake ice.

Total saltation transport rates modelled here are low compared with

other models and measurements of atmospheric saltation. For instance,

Nickling (1978) has measured a flux (from 0 to 1 cm height) of 15

gl (m s) for sand at a u* = 0.6 m/s; these data are considered a

benchmark for calibration and appraisal of atmospheric saltation models

(Greeley and Iversen, 1985). Schmidt (1986) has measured and modelled a

flux (integrated from 0 to 0.5 m height) of 115 g/(m s) for snow,

blowing over lake ice at a u* = 0.57 m/s. The flux modelled here

however, for high thresholds of transport at a u* = 0.6 mls is 12

g/(m s). It should be noted that other models and sets of measurements

show great divergence as well. Greeley and Iversen (1985) note 21

different expressions for saltating mass flux in the literature, 10 of

whi ch have been applied to blowing snow. Two possible reasons are

proposed for the divergence of these studies:

1) differences in measurements used to calibrate models and

2) differences in the magnitudes of the processes involved.

4.4.1 Measured Differences.

Some saltation models are calibrated using wind tunnel or field

measurements from height-integrated sediment or snow traps, which

measure in addition to saltation, the flux of suspended particles. Use
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of these data to calibrate a saltation model assumes the suspended flux

is negligible or at least behaves in a manner similar to the saltating

flux. The distinction between height-integrated and point measurements

of saltation flux is not always addressed in the literature.

Suspended particles travel faster than and occupy a thicker layer

of the atmosphere than saltating particles. Despite a low drift

density, measurements such as those by Budd et ale (1966) and Nickling

(1978) demonstrate the magnitude of this flux may be significant. The

suspended mass flux increases with the cube or higher exponent of

friction velocity (see Chapter 5). Thus, combining suspended and

saltating transport influences the relationship between the

mass flux and the friction velocity; comparing a theory derived strictly

for saltation to combined measurements of suspension and saltation is

difficult and misleading.

4.4.2 Process Differences.

Bagnold (1973) has expounded upon the differences between saltation

of sand in air and water. The magnitude and nature of energy exchange

processes during saltation of snow over natural snow-covers also likely

differs froll those for other materials and surfaces. Magni tudes of

frictional loss from saltation vary in response to aspects of momentum

exchange during particle impact, splash and rebound at the surface. For

example, sand and snow present surfaces of differing cohesion, structure

and density, thus it is expected that they exhibit different friction

coefficients and saltation efficiencies.
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Another contribution to process differences among saltation

phenomena is the saltation velocity. Two regimes for this velocity have

been identif ied, the regime encountered most frequently in this

experiment with blowing snow involves the saltation velocity increasing

in proportion to the threshold friction velocity. The less frequent

regime involves the saltation velocity increasing in proportion to the

friction velocity.

The conditions which distinguish between these two regimes are

associated wi th the roughness of flow and to a lesser extent the

cohesion of the surface as evinced by the threshold friction velocity.

The roughness coefficient "a", significantly affects the relative

posi tions of zf' the height of the focus of wind-speed profiles in

sal tation and Z j' the height of the wind-speed with respect to which

particles accelerate and decelerate. If "a" is small, then zf is less

than z. and the saltation velocity is proportional to the friction
J

velocity. For snow, saltating over snow, "a" appears sufficiently large

to cause the saltation velocity to be proportional to the threshold

friction velocity for most threshold conditions. Interestingly, the

aerodynamic roughness measured for blowing snow over land-based snow-

covers (see Eq. 4.17), is more than nine times greater than Tabler's

(1980) measurements for blowing snow over lake ice and almost twelve

times greater than measurements for blowing sand and soil (reported by

Owen, 1964). The difference between sand and snow is likely due to the

smaller particle sizes, lower densities and the weak particle crystal

structure yet strong inter-particle bonding of wind-packed snow compared

to sand. The difference in roughness during blowing snow over ice-based
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and land-based snow-covers is due to the smoother intrinsic aerodynamic

roughness of ice-based snow-covers.

Differences in saltation efficiencies and between the two saltation

velocity regimes amongst various materials and surfaces can result in

fundamental differences in the mass flux equation. The process may, in

part, account for the differences among the mass flux relationship

proposed here and those expounded in prominent models developed for sand

and blowing snow over ice-based snow.



5. SUSPENSION

5.1 Introduction.

Suspended blowing snow consists of snow particles undergoing

turbulent diffusion. Suspended particles are accelerated against

gravi ty and diffused vertically by the drag forces exerted by the

fluctuating vertical component of the wind speed, while horizontal

transport occurs as particles move with the mean horizontal component of

the wind speed.

5.2 Discussion of the Pheno.ena.

5.2.1 Entrainaent of Suspended Snow.

Upward diffusion of blowing snow occurs from a source near the

snow-surface and downward diffusion from the upper-atmosphere occurs as

falling precipitation. Based upon a balance of forces exerted on the

cohesive matrix of particles comprising the surface of a snowpack,

Schmidt (1980) has concluded that atmospheric lift forces sufficient to

directly entrain surface snow particles are not normally achieved on the

Earth I s surface. Thus, for upward diffusion, snow particles become

suspended at some height above the surface. As snow transport directly

above the surface is via saltation, the height at which particles become

suspended is affected by the dynamics of particle transport in saltation

and the characteristics of atmospheric turbulence near the ground.

For particles near the surface to be entrained by turbulence, they

must respond to fluctuations in the atmospheric velocity. These

90
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fluctuations decrease in frequency with distance from the ground. For a

turbulent fluctuation to effect a response in particle motion, drag must

be imposed for a length of time sufficient for particle acceleration.

Walklate (1987) derived the following expression relating the variance

in atmospheric turbulent fluctuations to the variance in the turbulent

motion of a particle:

(5.1)

2 2where a is the variance of an inertial particle velocity, a is thep a

variance of the turbulent fluid velocity, t is the particle time
p

constant which is the time required by the particle to respond to a step

change in atmospheric drag and t
L

is the Lagrangian time constant of the

fluid which is the integral over time of the correlation between

turbulent veloci ties of a fluid in any ordinate (a discussion of

turbulent time constants can be found in Hunt and Weber (1979». If the

variance of a particle's velocity is small with respect to the variance

of the fluid veloci ty, that particle cannot become suspended by

turbulence.

A simple expression for the particle time constant (Walklate, 1987)

as a function of particle radius r , density p , atmospheric density pp p a

and kinematic viscosity v is,
a



t
P

20.222r p
p p (5.2)
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This expression yields values within 1% of the results of more precise

and complex calculations of t for particle Reynolds numbers appropriate
p

for blowing snow (Re = 0 to 12). An expression for the Lagrangian time

constant, experimentally determined for the atmospheric boundary-layer

(Hunt and Weber, 1979) is,

t L = 0.25z/u* (5.3)

As suspension of blowing snow particles is affected by the

application of atmospheric turbulence, the ratio of the variance of

snow particle fluctuating velocities to the variance of atmospheric

fluid point fluctuating velocities a 2/a 2 indexes the susceptibility of
p a

a particle to respond to turbulence in the atmosphere and become

turbulently suspended. This ratio is calculated by Eq. 5.1, from Eq.s

5.2 and 5.3 given p = 900 kg/m3 , p = 1.2 kg/m3 , v = 1.475 x 10-5 m2/s
p a a

and plotted in Fig. 5.1 against height for various friction velocities

and particle radii.

It is evident from Fig. 5.1 that the particle turbulent velocity

relative to the atmospheric turbulent velocity increases with increasing

height, small particles respond to atmospheric turbulence to a greater

degree than large particles and the ratio of particle to atmospheric

turbulent velocity declines with increasing friction velocity. Thus the

turbulent suspension of particles entrained in the atmosphere near the
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Figure 5.1 Ratio of the Velocity Variance of a Blowing Snow Particle

to that of the Atmosphere. The variance of the veloci ty of inertial

particles of density = 900 kg/m3 , suspended in an atmosphere of density
3 -5 2

= 1.2 kg/m and kinematic viscosi ty = 1.475 x 10 m /s is plotted

against the variance of the atmospheric velocity. Several combinations

of particle size and atmospheric friction veloci ty are used in

calculations.
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surface is selective with regard to particle radius, smaller particles

having greater ability to respond to application of turbulent drag. For

a gi ven distribution of particle sizes, the height at which these

particles respond effectively to atmospheric turbulence increases with

the friction velocity. The ability of blowing snow particles of sizes

typical in suspension (40 ~m) to respond to turbulent fluctuations is

dramatically reduced in the lowest five centimetres of the atmosphere.

It is suggested that most blowing snow particles cannot become

suspended within roughly 0.005 m of the surface and that some particles

cannot become suspended at heights above this. Turbulent diffusion must

therefore proceed from within or above the layer of saltating particles.

The number of particles entering suspension is thus controlled by the

number of particles in saltation and the probability of these saltating

particles becoming suspended by turbulence. For a saltating snow

particle, the probabili ty of experiencing a turbulent veloci ty

fluctuation of sufficient magoi tude to cause the particle to become

suspended is greatest at the top of its trajectory. Thus the reference

drift densi ty from which a distribution of non-uniform suspended

particles diffuse is related to the drift densi ty of saltating

particles, the friction velocity and the mean height of saltation.

5.2.2 Vertical Extent of Suspended Snow.

Observations in Antarctica by Budd et ale (1966), suggest that

suspended blowing snow wi thout snowfall may extend, in extreme

conditions, to heights of 300 m. During the collection of field data

for the present study, plumes of blowing snow extending to several tens
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of metres were visually observed. Budd et al. suggest that the drift

densi ty declines logarithmically with increasing height and that the

size and terminal fall velocity of suspended snow particles also decline

with height.

During blowing snow with snowfall it is difficult to distinguish

between individual particles diffusing upwards from the surface and

those diffusing downward from the cloud layer. All types of snow

particles experience sublimation and become quite granular in appearance

when sublimation rates are highly negative. From this practical

consideration, all atmospheric snow particles, during conditions where

wind-speeds are sufficient to suspend saltating snow, are considered

suspended blowing snow.

5.2.3 Mass Flux of Suspended Snow.

Suspended particles are the dominant mass fraction of blowing snow

at heights above several centimetres. Budd et al. (1966) suggest that

suspended blowing snow comprises the greatest proportion of the total

mass flux of blowing snow, however Dyunin (1959) considers the suspended

flux to be insignificant compared with the saltating flux. The mass

flux of suspended snow at any height is the product of the drift density

and the mean horizontal particle speed. Approximating the mean particle

speed with the wind-speed at the height of the particle yields the

relationship,

(5.4)
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where q is the horizontal mass flux of blowing snow per unit area atz

height z, ~ is the suspended drift density at z. Greeley and Iversenz

(1985) suggest that the mass flux of suspended blowing snow increases as

the cube of the wind-speed.

The total mass flux of suspended snow, Q , is the integral ofsusp

Eq. 5.4 over the height of turbulent suspension, that is;

(5.5)

Turbulent diffusion theory must be applied to develop a method to

calculate ~ .
z

5.3 Turbulent Diffusion

Turbulent diffusion theory is developed by analogy with diffusion

of a gas or contaminant in a fluid. Diffusion theory was first

successfully extended to diffusion within two-phase flow for the case of

inertia-less particles in the laminar flow of a Newtonian fluid. For

the case of blowing snow, the theory is appl ied to the movement of

particles of appreciable inertia, settling in response to gravitational

acceleration (extended to this case by W. Schmidt, 1925) in a turbulent

gas of variable density and viscosity.

Diffusion theory assumes the mass flux in a particular direction is

composed of a fluctuating and a mean component. For turbulent diffusion

in the vertical direction,



Q
z

= Wl1 + (wn) , (5.6)
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where Q is the vertical mass flux, w is the mean vertical velocity, 11z

is the mean concentration or drift density for blowing snow, wn is the

mean vertical flux and (wn)' is the deviation from the mean due to

atmospheric turbulence. The fluctuating component of Eq. 5.6 is equal

to the turbulent diffusivity of the material, x, multiplied by the drift

density gradient in analogy to Fick's law, where for blowing snow,

(5.7)

Using Eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 the mass fluxes in the x, y and z directions

respectively to an elemental volume per unit time can be calculated.

The sum of the mass fluxes is the change in mass al1/at wi thin the

volume. Neglecting diffusion in the x and y directions and assuming the

gradients of drift densi ty in these directions are negligible, a

diffusion equation based on mass continuity for sublimating particles

settling under the influence of gravity in a turbulent atmosphere has

the form:

(5.8)

where V is a rate coefficient which accounts for sublimation of snows

particles (positive for conversion from vapour to solid) and V 11 is as

rate of sublimation (usually zero or negative). For steady-state
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condi tions the drift density at any level z is constant with time so

Steady-state conditions are satisfied where fetch is

adequate to allow a fully-developed atmospheric boundary layer over z

and the extent of the "cloud ff of suspended blowing snow particles lies

within the range of z.

5.3.1 Boundary Conditions.

5.3.1.1 Lower Boundary. The lower boundary (see Fig. 5.2)

corresponds to the saltation-suspension "interface", an artifact which

simplifies the modelling of blowing snow. The flow of snow near the

interface has a high drift density and involves a mixture of saltating

and suspended particles; by defining a boundary wi thin this range of

heights, the calculation of snow transport by saltation and suspension

can be coupled. The boundary is set at z = r. Wi th regard to

preserving continuity, r is the height at which the drift density, as

determined by extrapolating the vertical gradient of suspended drift

density to r, equals the saltation drift density. It is assumed that at

height r, all saltating particles are capable of suspended transport and

constitute the source for suspended particles. The boundary conditions

at rare:

(5.9)

where E is the vertical mass flux in an upward direction from the

sal tation layer. For a steady-state saltation layer E is the net

erosion rate of snow from the surface. When the downward flux of snow
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boundar i es and components of blowing snow supported by turbulent

di ffusion and undergoing suspension. The double line denotes the

boundary of a control volume of fully-developed suspended blowing snow.
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due to snowfall is greater than the upward flux (both at the surface), E

assumes a negative value.

5.3.1.2 Upper Boundary. The upper boundary for turbulent transfer

of blowing snow is the height of the constant shear stress atmospheric

boundary-layer which sustains steady-state suspension and a non-zero net

vertical flux of snow particles. This height occurs from several to

hundreds of metres above the surface and is usually controlled by the

vertical extent of the "cloud" of diffusing blowing snow. The vertical

extent of this cloud can be limited by the height of an atmospheric

inversion layer but usually increases with horizontal distance (fetch)

from an obstruction to blowing snow, such as a wooded area. Defining z

= b as the height of the upper boundary,

-wn + K a~/az = -ssz
(5.10a)

where S is the rate of snowfall (the vertical mass flux in a downward

direction at height b). Note for non-snowfall conditions, W11 near

height b is negligible and during snowfall, a~/az is small;

K a~/az =0s z
(5.l0b)

The implications of the boundary conditions are that the upward and

downward fluxes of suspended snow near the sal tation-suspension

interface are equal to or approach a net upward flux termed the erosion

rate and, at the upper boundary for turbulent transfer of snow are equal

to a net downward flux termed the snowfall rate. For steady-state
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conditions, the process which balances the vertical mass fluxes at the

two boundaries is sublimation. This can be shown by integrating Eq. 5.8

between the two boundaries and defining the appropriate sublimation rate

where for steady-state conditions,

-S - E - V m = 0s r ....b (5.11)

and mr-tb is the mass of blowing snow within a column of unit horizontal

area extending vertically from height r to b.

5.3.2 Method of Solution.

The snowfall rate at the top of the atmospheric boundary-layer is a

difficult quantity to estimate, and blowing snow at such heights is of

less interest to snow management than the fluxes near the surface.

Therefore, Eq. 5.8 is integrated, given steady-state conditions, with

reference to the saltation-suspension interface.

located between rand b,

-wo + x a~/az = E + V ms s r ....zz

For any height, z,

(5.12)

where [E + V m ] is the net vertical flux of suspended snow at heights r ....z

z. Note that E + V m = -V m b - S. Before a method of solution fors r ....z s z....

Eq. 5.12 is developed, calculation procedures and the vertical variation

of the parameters x , wand [E + V m ] are discussed.s s r ....z
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5.3.2.1 Turbulent Diffu81vity for Snow. J( is the turbulents

diffusivity of blowing snow in the atmosphere, by analogy to the

viscosi ty of a fluid. This quanti ty has not been independently

determined for blowing snow but can be shown to be equivalent to the

diffusivi ty for momentum in the atmosphere. For a fluid point

(Lagrangian) in the atmosphere, the diffusivity of momentum is found

following Pasquill (1974) as;

J( = W zm L
(5.13)

Where WL is the mean Lagrangian (fluid point) vertical velocity and is

equal to ku* for flows of constant density. Walklate (1987) notes the

mean turbulent motion of a fluid point possessing inertia is identical

to the mean Lagrangian velocity. Neglecting the gravitational force

(implicit in the first term on the left-hand side of Eq. 5.12), the mean

vertical velocity of an inertial particle is identical to the mean

vertical Lagrangian velocity. Thus the blowing snow diffusivity is

identical to the diffusivity of momentum in the atmosphere as defined by

Eq. 5.13 and,

(5.14)

Prandtl and Tietjens (1934) proposed a definition of the

diffusivity of momentum based on the atmospheric shear stress T. It is,



T
Km p du/dz (5.15)
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where du/dz = u*/kz and p is the density of the flow. Hunt and Weber

(1979) suggest the two approaches (Lagrangian and Eulerian) of defining

K are compatible.
II

Equation 5.15 can be adapted to a two-phase flow where shear stress

is not partitioned between the solid and gaseous phase, by using the

definition of the friction velocity u* = (T/P)o.s and the flow density,

found as p = p +~, hence,
a

K =
JD (p + ~)u*a

(5.16)

and u*f is the snow free friction velocity, Pa is the atllospheric

density and ~ is the drift density. Noting that the friction velocity

at some height z in a two-phase flow is

and considering Eqs. 5.13, 5.14 and 5.16,

(5.17a)



K = K =
S II [ ]

0.5

k u* f Z Pa
Pa + l1z

(5.17b)
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K
S

for some z can therefore be calculated from u*f' determined from

vertical gradients of the mean horizontal wind-speed measured at heights

where 11 is very small in comparison to p , and 11. Note that K is
a z s

approximately proportional to height.

5.3.2.2 Fall Velocity. In the first term of Eq. 5.12, w, the non-

fluctuating component of particle velocity, equals the negative of w,

the mean terminal fall velocity of particles in still air. The terminal

fall velocity of a particle is a manifestation of the atmospheric drag

and gravitational forces acting on a particle. Thus, W represents the

mean velocity of the particles relative to the mean vertical velocity of

a fluid point. Using Carrier's (1953) drag relationship, Pomeroy and

Male (1986) developed an equation between the terminal fall velocity w

and the radius of a snow particle, r , as:
p

w = 1.1 x 107 r 1.8
p (5.18)

in which W is in mls and r in m.
p

Budd (1966) and Schmidt (1981) have shown the distribution of

suspended blowing snow particle radii fit a gamma distribution.

Integrating over this distribution provides the mean fall velocity as a

function of the mean snow particle radius, where,



w=
1.1 x 107 (a + 0.8)! r 1.8

p (5.19)
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and r is the mean particle radius and a is the shape parameter of the
p

gamma distribution of particle radii. The mean particle radius of

suspended blowing snow varies with height and perhaps other parameters.

Schmidt (1982) finds r to decrease as a power function of z, where r =
p p

dzc and c is between the range -0.23 to -0.36. Thus, wcan be expected

to decrease as a power function of z.

5.3.2.3 Subllaation/Broaion/Snowtall. Estimates of V m can bes r-'z

made using the sublimation rate coefficient and the mass of suspended

snow in a column located between heights rand z. The sublimation rate

coefficient is a function of atmospheric turbulence, temperature and

humidity and the mean particle size (the calculation of V is detaileds

in Chapter 6).

The erosion rate E is equal to [-V m b - S]. Pomeroy and Male
s r-'

2(1987) have estimated values of V m b from 0 to -1 g/m s for Western
s r-'

Canadian climatic conditions. Stallabrass (1987) has measured snowfall

rates between 0 and 3 g/m2s.

2Based on these findings, E varies within a range from -3 to 1 g/m s

and the term [E + V m ] decreases with height from possible valuess ~z

ranging between -3 and 1 g/m2s at the saltation interface to a value

equal to the negative of the snowfall rate at the top of the suspended

layer. The actual value of the term [E + V m ] at the saltation
s r-'z

interface and its rate of decrease with height is determined by the
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snowfall rate, sublimation rate coefficient and the increase in

cumulative mass of suspended snow with height.

5.3.3 Solution.

Equation 5.12 must be integrated to find the drift density at some

height. To prepare it for integration, u*kz is substituted for x ands
Z

the terms rearranged so that;

V II
S r"z

11
(5.20)

The term [(E + V m )/11] has dimensions of LIT and is the net vertical
s r"z

veloci ty, representing the time average of the upward (represented by

ku*) and downward (represented by w) components of particle velocities.

While the left side of Eq. 5.20 can be easily integrated, the form

of the variation of [(E + V m )/11 - w] with Z cannot be specified. A
s r"z

solution is to integrate Eq. 5.20 over small intervals for which [(E +

V m )111 - -w] can be approximated as a constant, WI, termed thes r-+z

blowing-snow diffusion velocity. Characteristic values of w' determined

from measurements are then assigned to the geometric mean of the heights

which define each interval. Assuming [(E + V m )/11 - w] can bes r-+z

approximated by w', for each interval of z from i to I;

I
ku*I.1/11 ~11

1

I
w'I liz ~z

i
(5.21)
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Evaluating the definite integrals from i to I,

(5.22)

Recalling Eq. 5.17, u* can be found as a function of values of the snow-

free friction velocity u*f' permitting Wi to be found using values of

the drift density, fl, measured at various heights.

Defining w* as the blowing-snow diffusion parameter, equal to

w'/(ku*), Eq. 5.22 can be solved to find a drift density '"I as,

(5.23)

Equation 5.23 can be used to calculate '"I when:

1) the drift density at some reference height zi is known,

2) the variation of w* with height is defined, and

3) zl - zi is small.

To find the drift density profile over a large range of heights an

iterative calculation procedure is necessary. An initial fll at Z = zl

is calculated from a known reference '"i and zi using Eq. 5.23. The

iteration involves substituting the values corresponding to height I

into parameters specified for height i and recalculating '"I for a new

zl. This procedure is repeated until zl corresponds to the desired

height. The following section presents an analysis of measured drift

densities and their heights in an attempt to define the function of w*
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with height, find characteristic reference drift densities and model the

change in ~ with height.

5.4 Data.

The flux of suspended blowing snow particles was measured for more

than 30 hours over 18, 19, 20 & 26 January, 1987 (see Chapter 3 for site

and instrumentation details). Particle fluxes and wind-speeds are

averaged over 7.5-min., each averaged value constituting a measurement.

The suspended snow particle flux was measured at four heights,

logarithmically-spaced, from 0.045 to 2 m on the 18th and 19th and from

O. 03 to 1 II on the 20th and 26th. Mean horizontal wind-speed was

measured at six heights, logarithmically-spaced from 0.12 to 3 m. Snow

depth surveys were conducted on 19, 21 and 27 January.

Details of weather preceding and during the measurements are

presented in Chapter 3, however a summary of relevant condi tions are

presented here for convenience:

18 Jan 1987 - No snowfall during measurement period, air

temperature dropped from +10 to -170 C, winds highly variable

over 11 hours of measurement.

19 Jan 1987 - No snowfall dur ing measurement per i od, ai r

otemperature approximately -5 C, sporadic drifting over 1 hour of

measurement.

20 Jan 1987 - Snowfall and some rain during measurements, tempera

tures ranged from +1 0 to -3 °C, some problems with burial of

instruments by snow and icing of instruments, heavy blowing snow

over 9.5 hours of acceptable measurement.
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26 Jan 1987 - No snowfall during measurements, air temperatures

o 0range from -2 to -7 C, winds moderately variable over 10.8 hours

of measurement.

Snow depths are spatially variable within a range of 0 to 30 cm depth,

with mean values typically 10 to 11 cm over these periods. Threshold

friction velocities (see Chapter 3) range from 0.2 to 0.33 m/s.

5.5 Analysis ot Meaaure.ents.

5.5.1 Purpose.

The purpose of this analysis is to:

1) Determine the relationship between the suspended mass flux qz

and the friction velocity u*.

2) Calculate values of the blowing-snow diffusion velocity, Wi for

various heights, wind-speeds and atmospheric conditions.

3) Determine reference heights and reference drift densities for

use in the blowing snow diffusion equation.

4) Compile a model of turbulent diffusion of blowing snow for use

in the 'estimation of the total suspended mass flux and vertical

profile of suspended drift densities from meteorological and

terrain data.

5.5.2 Variation ot the Suspended Mass Flux with Wind-speed.

Figure 5.3 shows the mass flux of blowing snow measured at a

height of 0.045 m on 26 January, plotted against the friction velocity

cubed. For thi s he i gh t, the suspended mass flux increases
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Figure 5.3 Mass Flux of Blowing Snow at -0.045 m Height versus

Friction Veloci ty. A plot of the mass flux of blowing snow per uni t

area, measured at about 45 mm height on 26 January against u*3 Each

point represents 7.5-min. averages of mass flux and friction velocity.
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3proportionately with u* from an x-axis intercept of 0.016 which

corresponds to a u* of 0.25 mIs, the threshold friction velocity for

saltation. This form of the relationship is common to heights less than

0.45 m; the slope decreasing with increasing height. As well the form

is in agreement with the predictions by Greeley and Iversen (1985) who

integrated a form of the diffusion equation over height and multiplied

by wind-speed. The linear relationship between q and u*3 is in marked
z

contrast to the relationship measured in saltation, in which q variesz

with u* (see Fig. 4.10) and suggests that for mass flux calculations

saltation and suspension must be modelled as discrete modes of blowing

snow transport.

4Figure 5.4 shows a plot of the mass flux and u. measured on 20

January at a height of 0.47 m. The mass flux increases in proportion to

u·4 rather than the u.3 , from an x-axis intercept of about 0.008. The

intercept corresponds to a u* of about 0.3 mls which is near the

threshold velocity for saltation. A proportional relationship between

the mass flux and u*4 or u.5 is common for heights greater than 0.45 m,

the relationship displaying increasing curvature and decreasing slope

with increasing height.

The intercepts where q = 0 tend to approximate the threshold
z

fr iction veloci ties for saltation (see Chapter 4 and Appendix B),

negating Bagnold's (1941) concept of a threshold friction velocity for

suspension, as distinct from that for saltation.

Because the increase in the mass flux with friction velocity is

non-linear and changes with height, it is difficult to specify a general

empirical function to describe the relationship from the data collected.
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Figure 5.4 Mass Flux of Blowing Snow at 0.47 m Height versus

Friction Veloci ty. A plot of the mass flux of blowing snow per uni t
4area, measured at 470 mm height on 20 January against u*. Each point

represents 7.S-min. averages of mass flux and friction velocity.
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A more suitable approach to calculate the mass flux is to use measured

values of the drift densi ty to calibrate the diffusion equation for

blowing snow.

5.5.3 Variation of the Diffusion Velocity .ith At.ospheric

Par_tera.

To solve the diffusion equation, the variation of the blowing-snow

diffusion veloci ty wi th various atmospheric parameters must be

specified. The diffusion velocity is calculated from measured values of

the drift density, and compared to wind-speed, height and temperature.

5.5.3.1 Drift Density Calculation. The drift density at various

heights DlUSt be known to calculate the diffusion velocity. Drift

densi ties are calculated using the Dlean horizontal particle speed,

estiDlated as equal to the wind-speed at the height of the particle

detector, and the mass flux. Particle speeds may be overestimated for

heights near the saltation layer (less than 3 or 4 cm) where some

particles (in transition between saltation and suspension) have not

achieved full atmospheric horizontal velocity. For thi s reason,

measurements made at heights near to the estimated height of the

saltation layer are excluded from analysis.

5.5 .3 . 2 Calculation of the Diffusion Veloclty • The diffusion

velocity is calculated using Eq. 5.22 from measured values of drift

densi ty and wind-speed. For a pair of measurement heights, zI

corresponds to the upper height and zi corresponds to the lower height.

The va I ue 0 f WI is approximated by a constant over the interval,

zI - zio Mean values for the difference zI-zi for 18 - 19 and 20 - 26



January are shown in Table 5.1.
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The value of WI found from this

procedure is assigned a height, Zg' equal to the geometric mean of zI

and zi.

Table 5.1 Measured zI - zi

Level 2-3

Level 3-4

Level 4-5

Day 18 - 19

.40 m

.54 m

1.0 m

Day 20 - 26

.08 m

.36 m

.45 m

5 . 5 . 3 .3 Variation of the Diffusion Velocity .ith the Priction

Velocity. Values of WI for 18, 19, 20 and 26 January are plotted

against the friction velocity for the three geometric mean heights in

Fig.s 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 respectively. Figure 5.5 (18 January) shows

linear increases in Wi with the friction velocity, it is evident from

the plot that the slope and intercept values for mean heights near 0.18

m differ markedly from those for the other two measurement heights.

Figure 5.6 (19 January) contains very few measurements. The values

of WI are as much as 3 times higher than the values at similar heights

and friction velocities on 18 January. The intermittent nature of snow

transport and lack of measurable data at greater heights on the 19th

suggests that blowing snow has not achieved steady-state conditions for

the measurements shown. For this reason the results for the 19th are
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at a mean height of 0.18 m, + at a

at a mean height of 1.42 m. Each point
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A plot of the blowing-snow diffusion veloci ty [(E + V m ) /'n - w]
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A plot of the blowing-snow diffusion velocity [(E + V m )/11 -w]
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mean height of 0.25 m and at a mean height of 0.7 m. Each point is
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not included in development of the blowing snow suspension model, though

the data are used in assessing the model.

A wide range of diffusion velocities and friction velocities are

encountered on 20 January (see Fig. 5.7). There is a trend for wl
-

values at z of about 0.07 mls to centre around 0.55 mis, regardless ofg

friction velocity. At greater heights a linear increase in diffusion

velocity with the friction velocity is evident. There is greater

scatter in the data collected on the 20th than found on 18 January, this

is attributed to snowfall on the 20th. Intermi ttent heavy snowfall

occurring with blowing snow can occasionally cause E to decrease and ~

to increase, thus influencing the value of Wi. The scatter of the data

on the 20th makes analysis of the trends a subjective task and for this

reason they are excluded from development of the blowing snow suspension

model. They are used to evaluate the application of the model in

predicting the drift density for falling snow conditions.

Data from 26 January (Fig. 5.8) show linear increases in Wi with

u*, though for a lesser range of friction velocities than on 18 and 20

January. The trend and scatter of data correspond closely to that on

the 18th.

The strong linear trends in the relationship between Wi and u* on

18 and 26 January combined with the ranges of measurement heights and

u*-values make these data ideal for development of a model of suspended

blowing snow for non-snowfall conditions.

5.5.3.4 Variation of the Diffusion Velocity with Subliaation. The

sublimation rate coefficient V is a constituent parameter of Wi. When
s

m is large with respect to ~, variation in V results in significant
r~z s
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variation in W'. Sublimation of snow particles reduces particle size

and therefore the mean fall velocity and increases the surface erosion

rate by reducing the mass of snow which returns to the surface (snow

sublimates before deposition). Thus, over time, V probably does nots

vary independently of the other parameters constituting w'. To study

the effect of variations in the sublimation rate coefficient on the

blowing-snow diffusion veloci ty, WI is normalised with regard to

turbulent transfer through division by kU* where w* = w'/ku*. A plot of

w* , the blowing snow diffusion parameter against the air temperature

measured at 2 m height for 18 January is given in Fig. 5.9. The 18th

represents a severe test of the inf1uence of sublimation on the

diffusion parameter, as the air temperature decreased from +1 0 to -170 C

over 11 hours of measurement, resulting in a three-fold change in the

sublimation rate coefficient (see Fig. 6.9, for the relationship between

subl imation rate and temperature). Figure 5.9 shows no substantial

variation in the diffusion parameter with temperature. The cyclic

modulation in values of the parameter may correspond to passage of snow

dunes or per iods of net erosion or deposition, as the temperature

decreased. Very high values of w* for the lowest measurement level (zg

= 0.18 m) at a temperature of -170 C occur at the end of the blowing

snow event and probably reflect the settling of suspended snow particles

after the friction velocity had dropped substantially. It is concluded

that variation in the sublimation rate has little effect on the

blowing-snow diffusion velocity.

5.5.3.5 Variation of the Diffusion Velocity with Height. Figures

5.5 to 5.8 demonstrate that WI varies with u* and with height. To study
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Figure 5.9 Diffusion Paraaeter w* versus Air Temperature. A plot of

the blowing-snow diffusion parameter, w* = [(E + V m )!'n - w] / (ku*)
s r-+z

against the mean air temperature (at 2-m height) for 18 January. at a

mean height of 0.18 m, + at a mean height of 0.69 m and at a mean

height of 1.42 m. The temperature decreased steadily with time on the

18th, hence the modulation in w* is partially due to the change in

relative distance between the gauges and snow-surface during the passage

of snow-dunes. Each point is calculated from 7.S-min. averages of mass

flux, friction velocity and air temperature.
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the variation of Wi with height independently of u*, w* determined from

measurements on 18 and 26 January is plotted against the geometric mean

height Z in Fig. 5.10. The data show a trend for w* to decrease
g

exponentially wi th increasing z despite the variety of threshold
g

conditions on the 18th and 26th.

A least-squares linear regression of 324 observations of In(z ) andg

In(w*) yields the following expression,

w* = -0.8412 z -0.544 (5.24)
g

with a coefficient of determination r 2 = 0.82. This relationship can be

used in Eq. 5.23, with Zg calculated as the geometric mean of zI and zi.

To specify Wi in terms of height, the definition of w* is substituted

into Eq. 5.24 where,

Wi = -0.8412 k u* z -0.544
g (5.25)

Thus Wi is a linear function of u* and an exponential function of

height.

Figure 5.11 shows 324 values of the diffusion velocity predicted

using Eq. 5.25 wi th values of geometric mean height and friction

veloci ty corresponding to the drift density measurements, plotted

against values of the diffusion velocity determined from measurements of

drift densi ty. The predi cted and measured val ues follow a 1: 1

correspondence reasonably well, with a coefficient of determination,
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2r = 0.81. For blowing snow without snowfall, it is concluded that the

diffusion velocity can be modelled adequately as a function of the

friction velocity and height above the snow-surface.

5.5.4 Reference Drift Den8ity for Diffu8ion of Snow.

Having a functional relationship between the blowing-snow diffusion

parameter and height, only a reference drift density and reference

height (near the top of the saltation layer) are required to calculate

by Eq. 5.23 an iterative solution for the drift density at any height.

A reference drift density and height can be found using Eq. 5.24 and the

measured values of the drift density in an iterative calculation. The

iterative calculation assumes that a reference drift density for

turbulent diffusion has been defined. The equation,

uses an initial known drift density ~I at a known height zI as initial

parameters. Height zI is reduced by some increment to find zi and w* is

calculated using their geometric mean (Eq. 5.24). This permits

calculation of ~i. The drift density and height corresponding to i are

substituted into those corresponding to I, a new zi is selected and the

calculation is repeated until fl. equals the specified reference drift
1

density. The height zi at this point is a reference height for

turbulent diffusion. It should be noted that near the surface (z < 0.05

m) the calculation of ~i becomes very sensitive to variation in Z and
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di fferences between zI and zi of 0.5 mm or less are required to

calculate values of fli of acceptable accuracy.

The reference height for turbulent diffusion, Z , is near the mean
r

maximum trajectory height of sal tating particles, h. Continuity

specifies that the reference drift density for turbulent diffusion be

equal to, or less than, the drift density of the source (saltating

particles) at that height. The drift density of saltating particles

declines with distance to the surface. However the saltation model only

permits calculation of the saltation drift density (mean value) which is

equal to the total mass of saltating particles divided by the volume

delineated by a unit area and the saltation height, h. The "saltation

drift density" is not the drift density of saltating particles at h but

is an index to drift densi ties at heights near h. Sal tation drift

3 3densities range from 0 to 1.1 kg/m and tend towards values of 0.5 kg/m

when the friction velocity increases above 0.5 m/s. The saltation

height increases as the square of the friction velocity. Thus, a

single reference drift density from which turbulent diffusion occurs is

difficult to define in terms of height and magnitude.

A solution is to assume the reference drift density is constant at

a value approximating the drift density at a height near the saltation

height. The reference height (variable) can be calculated from measured

values of the suspended drift density given a constant reference drift

density. This modelling procedure eliminates the complexity inherent in

calculating both variable reference heights and variable ~rift densities

and is not dependent upon the accuracy of the saltation height model for

defining the reference height for turbulent diffusion.
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3The reference drift density in the model is set at fl = 0.8 kg/m .
r

Keeping in mind the values of the saltation drift density given in Fig.

4.7 and assuming a gradient of drift density increasing with height and

continuous between saltation and suspension, it is expected that the

height z associated with fl lies near the saltation layer for most
r r

conditions. The reference height z is calculated as equal to the
r

height zi at which the iterative calculation (Eq. 5.26) yields a value

of lI
i

= flr .

Measured values of the drift density at four heights are available

to calculate z. Mean values of z were calculated for each measurement
r r

period (7.5-min.) by averaging values calculated from the four heights.

These values for 18 and 26 January are plotted against the friction

velocity in Fig. 5.12, and demonstrate for non-snowfall events a linear

relationship between the reference height for calculating suspension and

the friction velocity. The modelled saltation height h and measurements

from 20 January made dur ing snowfall are added to Fig. 5.12 and

presented as Fig. 5.13. The data indicate the linear trend to be valid

for both snowfall and non-snowfall conditions. For friction velocities

less than 0.9 m/s, the reference height for turbulent diffusion is

within 1 cm of the saltation height.

A linear regression of 225 observations of the reference height

(for turbulent diffusion with a fl = 0.8 kg/m3), for snow-fall and non
r

snowfall conditions, with measurements of the friction velocity yields

the relationship,

z
r

0.05628 u* (5.27)
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Figure 5.12 Reference Height for Suspension versus Friction Velocity

for Non-snowfall Conditions. A plot of heights at which drift density

profiles suggest a drift density of 800 g/m3 against friction

veloci ties, for blowing snow without snowfall on 18 and 26 January.

Each point is calculated using the diffusion equation from vertical

profiles of 7. 5-min. averages of measured mass flux and friction

velocity.
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Figure 5.13 Reference Height for Suspension versus Friction Velocity,

for All Conditions. A plot of heights at which drift density profiles
3suggest a drift densi ty of 800 g/m against friction veloci ties f for

blowing snow without snowfall on 18 and 26 January and blowing snow with

snowfall on 20 January. Each point is calculated using the diffusion

equation from vertical profiles of 7. 5-min. averages of measured mass

flux and friction velocity. Compare to Fig. 5.12.
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in which z is in m and u* in mise The coefficient of determination,
r

r 2
= 0.76, with a standard error of estimate equal to 0.0036 m.

5.8 Coapar1S0D of Modelled to Measured Values.

Knowing the height of the reference drift density the diffusion

equation can be used to model the suspended drift density.

The suspended drift density at any height z is calculated using

3iterations of Eq. 5.23 starting with l1i = l1r = 0.8 kg/m at zi

where z is found using Eq. 5.27 and Eq. 5.24 is used to find w* for
r

each iteration. The values required for this calculation are the height

z, and the friction velocity, calculated from the vertical profile of

the mean horizontal wind speed.

Values of the suspended drift density have been calculated from

friction veloci ties using the above procedure and the measurement

heights for 18, 19, 20 and 26 January. The variance between these

values and the values of the corresponding measured drift density

displays heteroscedascity (the variance increases with increasing drift

densi ty) . To preserve a constant variance, required for correlation

analyses (Johnston, 1978), the logarithms of predicted and measured

drift densities are used for comparisons. Figure 5.14 shows a plot of

logarithms of predicted and measured drift densities for conditions of

no snowfall.

Logar i thms of measured and predicted drift densities from 20

January (intermittently heavy snowfall) are added to the values plotted

in Fig. 5.14 and shown as Fig. 5.15. Figure 5.15 contains 761 points,
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Figure 5.14 Predicted versus Measured Suspended Drift Densi ty for

Non-snowfall Condi tions. A logari thmic plot of drift densi ties

predicted using the suspension model against those measured wi thout

snowfall on 18. 19 and 26 January. Each predicted value is calculated

from the suspension model and each measured value from 7.5-min. averages

of the mass flux and friction velocity.
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Figure 5.15 Predicted versus Measured Suspended Drift Density for All

Conditions. A logarithmic plot of drift densities predicted using the

suspension model against those measured without snowfall (487 values) on

18, 19 and 26 January and with snowfall (274 values) on 20 January.

Each predicted value is calculated from the suspension model and each

measured value from 7.S-min. averages of the mass flux and friction

veloci ty. The coefficient of determination for the 761 points in this

plot is 0.84.
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corresponding to a large range of wind-speeds, sublimation rates and

snowfall rates. The addition of values for snowfall conditions does not

appear to contribute to the scatter between measured and predicted

values. The coefficient of determination r 2 for the 487 points (no

snowfall) shown in Fig. 5.14 is 0.81 while that for the 761 points

(snowfall added) in Fig. 5.15 is 0.84. While only the data for non-

snowfall conditions were used to develop the model, it is suggested that

predictions of drift density may be made using the algorithm for the

full range of atmospheric and precipitation conditions during blowing

snow.

Calculation of the mass flux from the drift density is

straightforward, using Eqs. 5.4 and 5.5. For purposes of continuity

(with the saltating mass), integration of the suspended mass flux over

height starts with the height at which the suspended drift density

equals the saltation drift density (a mean value in the saltation

layer) . Calculation of the suspended mass flux is therefore coupled

with calculation of the saltating mass flux. Details of the coupling

and results of the calculation are presented in Chapter 6.

5.7 Discu8sion.

The scheme for calculating the suspended drift densi ty is based

upon the variation of the blowing-snow diffusion velocity

([(E + V m )/~ - w]) with the friction velocity and height. Because
s r"z

data collected during snowfall show large scatter in the relationship

between these parameters, onl y data collected during non-snowfall

conditions were used in relating w' with u* and z. However, when
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averaged over height, the scatter in the snowfall data becomes

sufficiently small that data collected during both non-snowfall and

snowfall conditions can be used in determining the reference height for

turbulent diffusion of snow (see Fig. 5.13 and Eq. 5.27). As well, when

individual measured drift densities are compared to the model, the

lIeasured drift densities during snowfall are predicted to the salle

degree as drift densities measured during non-snowfall conditions (see

Figs. 5.14 and 5.15).

To explain the effect of snowfall on the turbulent diffusion

calculations, a dissection of the terms comprising the calculations is

necessary. The snowfall rate, S, influences the diffusion veloci ty

through its determination of the erosion rate, E = [-Vsmr~b - S]. Where

fl is large (0.01 to 0.8 kg/m3
, such as near the reference height) W is

large (0.7 to 1.2 m/s), E/fl is small and S has little effect on WI.

Thus, variation in the snowfall rate (0 to 3 g/m2s) has little effect on

the diffusion velocity near the reference height and little effect on fl
r

and z which are calculated froll values of w· near the reference height.
r

Several metres above the surface during snowfall-free conditions, fl

is small « 1 g/m 3
) , W is small (0.1 to 0.4 ml s) and -v ms r~z

approximates E. However, during heavy snowfall E is negative and the

absolute value of the term [E + v m ] is large (up to -3.2 g/m2s).s r~z

Without compensation by the other parameters comprising the diffusion

veloci ty, [E + V II ] can greatly increase the absolute value of WI.
S r~z

The success of the prediction of drift density (r2
= 0.84) at a range of

heights for both heavy snowfall and non-snowfall conditions, using an

expression for the diffusion velocity determined from non-snowfall data,
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suggests that either: the rates of snowfall are too small to influence

the velocity or other parameters comprising WI balance the change in E

with S.

The first suggestion cannot be evaluated from S, as snowfall rates

are variable and difficult to estimate during blowing snow. However E

(strongly influenced by S) can be estimated from snow-survey data. A

snow-survey of 25 depth measurements on 19 January (after drifting had

ended that day) provides a mean snow-depth on fallow land of 0.097 m.

After approximately 20 hours of blowing snow with snowfall (10 am S.W.E.

recorded at the Saskatoon S.R.e. station) on 20-21 January a second

snow-survey provides a mean snow-depth of 0.11 m. Assuming a density

for wind-packed snow of 290 kg/m3 and a constant intensity storm

2persisting for 20 hours, an erosion rate of -0.052 g/m s results. The

negative value of E suggests snowfall has had a significant effect. The

variation in E from 0 to -0.052 g/m2s can significantly influence WI for

drift densities less than about 1.0 g/m3 . A decrease in the mean fall

velocity during snowfall sufficient to compensate for this decreased E/~

can balance the change in E with S. Falling-snow particles are larger

(Schmidt, 1984) and less dense (Schemenauer et al., 1981) than eroded

surface snow particles, thus a lower mean fall velocity for blowing snow

during snow-fall is physically reasonable.

During moderate and light rates of snowfall, it is suggested that

for a given friction velocity and height the mean fall velocity declines

wi th the erosion rate, sustaining constant values of the diffusion

velocity and drift density over time. It is important to note that this

is a time average balance.
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The reasoning used to explain the stable tendency of the blowing-

snow diffusion velocity during snowfall can be extended to explain the

relatively constant diffusion velocities during variable sublimation and

erosion rates without snowfall. In terlls of observation over at least

several Ilinutes time, it is proposed for constant height and friction

velocity that,

E
GJ - - 

11

v 11
S ~z

11
= -w' = Constant (5.28)

For instance, without snowfall, an increase in the sublimation rate

requires an increase in the erosion rate to provide steady-state

conditions. A secondary effect of increased sublimation is to reduce

particle size and therefore the Ilean fall velocity. Fig. 5.9 shows that

w' tends towards a constant despi te a three-fold change in v ,
s

indicating that change in the other constituents of WI cOllpensates for

the change in V .
s

The balance represented by Eq. 5.28 is a fundamental element of the

behaviour of suspended bloWing snow, which perlli ts the estimation of

suspended drift densi ties using a simple application of turbulent

diffusion theory. Such resiliency is prollising wi th regard to

application of the suspension Ilodel to a variety of blowing snow

conditions.



8.MODEL OF BLOWING SNOW

8.1 Introduction.

In this chapter, procedures describing the transport of saltating

and suspended blowing snow and the subl imation of blowing snow are

assembled into a mathematical model capable of calculating:

1) the horizontal mass flux of blowing snow through an area of

unit width extending from the surface to a specified height,

2) the rate of mass transfer from solid to vapour via sublimation

of blowing snow particles in a column of unit horizontal area

extending from the surface to a specified height,

3) the rate of erosion of snow from the surface for non-snowfall

conditions, and

4) the effects of vegetation cover on the above factors.

The estimates of the model are examined in terms of their

sensi tivi ty to commonly-measured meteorological parameters. To

facilitate this examination, expressions comprising the model are

related to meteorological variables in the format which measurements of

the Atmospheric Environment Service, Canada Department of the

Environment (Environment Canada) are expressed.

The blowing snow model assumes fully-developed flow conditions,

which exist where the mean horizontal transport rates at some location

are steady with time and the maximum snow load is carried by the

atmosphere for constant surface roughness, snow-cover, atmospheric

velocity and density. Mass flux measurements by Takeuchi (1980) show

that fully-developed transport extends to heights of at least 0.3 m

137
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where blowing snow has developed over 300 m of flat, uniform terrain

with consistent snowpack conditions.

The total horizontal mass flux of blowing snow is calculated by

adding the saltating mass flux to the suspended mass flux, taking care

to correctly define an interface between these phenomena.

The sublimation rate of blowing snow is determined by applying a

form (Pomeroy and Male, 1987) of Schmidt's (1972) snow particle

sublimation expression to environmental and snow particle parameters at

each height within the control volume and integrating over height.

The erosion rate of snow from the surface may be determined using a

mass balance of solid fluxes across the control volume. This balance is

expressed as,

(6.1 )

volume.

where Qout is the total horizontal mass flux of snow leaving the control

volume, Qin is the total horizontal mass flux of snow entering the

control volume, the third term represents the rate of sublimation of

snow within the volume and S is the rate of snowfall at the top of the

As Q t = Qi for fully-developed transport extending toou n

several metres of height, the surface erosion rate under these

conditions is controlled by the sublimation rate and snowfall rate. For

conditions of no snowfall, the sublimation rate coefficient and mass of

blowing snow at each height and the vertical extent of the steady-state

layer of suspended blowing snow determine the surface erosion rate.
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6.2 Saltation.

The horizontal mass flux of saltating snow is calculated using Eq.

4.27 with values for the friction velocity, threshold friction velocity

and friction velocity applied to non-erodible roughness elements. These

friction velocities can be defined in terms of wind-speeds measured at

10 metres (Atmospheric Environment Service standard) using the

logarithmic wind-speed profile equation (Eq. 4.17) and defining

appropriate roughness heights.

The roughness height during blowing snow over continuous, non-

vegetated snow-covers can be found using Eq. 4.22. Co.bining this

equation with a form of the logarithmic wind-speed profile equation

possessing Uz = u10 and z = 10 m yields an expression for the friction

velocity, u*, as a function of u10 ' the 10-m wind-speed during blowing

snow,

u* 0.024 1.329u10 (6.2)

The roughness height for non-transport conditions over continuous,

non-vegetated snow-covers has been measured during field experiments to

be 0.2 Mm. Using the 10-m wind-speed at the cessation of blowing snow

(the threshold 10-m wind-speed, u10t ), the Prandtl wind-speed profile

(Eq. 2.5) and a roughness height of 0.2 mm, the friction velocity, u*t'

at the threshold of transport is,

u*t 0.03697U10t (6.3)
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The ratio of the friction velocity associated with non-erodible

roughness elements, u* to the total friction velocity u*, leads to the
n

expression (see Eq. 4.5):

u*
n

U* = (6.4)

where [T/(T + T )]0.5 is solved for the case of exposed plant stalkss r

using Eq. 4.6. To solve for Eq. 4.6 and 6.4, values for L , they

distance between stalks parallel to the wind direction, Lx the distance

between stalks perpendicular to the wind direction, Nst the number of

plant stalks per unit area of the surface and Ast the silhouette exposed

area of a single stalk must be determined. Typical values for these

variables for wheat stubble have been determined from measurements on

five, 1-m x 1-m plot samples taken near Loreburn, Saskatchewan. The

field had been planted to Red Spring Wheat and after a moderately

successful growing season, harvested leaving stalks 14 to 18 cm high.

2The samples show a mean stalk density of 320 stalks per m with a mean

diameter of 3 Mm. A value for L IL of 5.453 is necessary to force Eq.
y x

4.6 to intercept a value of 1.° when there are no exposed stalks; this

value is compatible with row geometries in the plot. Table 6.1 gives

the ratio u*n/u* calculated for various stubble stalk heights using Nst

= 320 #/m
2

, L IL = 5.453 and a stalk diameter of 3 Mm.
y x
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TABLE 6.1

The ratio between the friction velocity applied to stubble roughness

elements and the total friction velocity for various wheat stalk stubble

2heights above the snow-cover, assuming 320 stalks per m and a mean

stalk diameter equal to 3 DlDl.

u* /u*n

0.141

0.246

0.450

0.621

8.3 Suspena1on.

Exposed Wheat Stubble Height (em)

1

2

5

10

The mass flux of blowing snow in suspension is calculated using Eq.

5.5 and iterations of Eq. 5.23 between the upper and lower boundary

heights. The friction velocity is corrected for deviations due to flow

densi ty from the snow-free value using Eq. 5.17. As well, Eq. 5.5

requires knowledge of the aerodynamic roughness height Zo during blowing

snow to calculate the horizontal velocity of the snow particles. For a

non-vegetated, continuous snow-cover Zo is calculated by Eq. 4.22.

Where non-erodible roughness elements are present, their contribution to

flow roughness must be accounted for and a different procedure is

necessary to estimate zo. Lettau f s (1969) formulation suggests the
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aerodynamic roughness attributed to vegetation stalks over a smooth

surface zo" can be found as

z "o (6.5)

To determine the total

Table 6.2 shows values of z " for various heights of wheat stubbleo
using measured values of N

st
and A

st
.

aerodynamic roughness for wind-speeds in the suspended blowing snow

.2layer, zo" is added to the roughness due to saltating snow, au .

TABLE 6.2

The aerodynamic roughness height, z "o attributable to wheat stalk

stubble of various exposed heights. z" is calculated using Lettau's
o

(1969) procedure and assumes 320 stalks per m2 and a mean stalk of 3 mOl

diameter.

z " (m>o

0.0048

0.0096

0.0240

0.0480

Exposed Height of Wheat Stubble (em)

1

2

5

10
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6.3. 1 Lower Boundary.

The lower boundary of the suspended layer of blowing snow particles

must maintain continuity of drift density with the saltation layer. The

height of the lower boundary, r therefore possesses a drift density

equal to the saltation drift density flsalt . The height r is found by

iterations of Eq. 5.23 from z (where z # r and is calculated using Eq.
r r

35.27) and fli = 800 g/m to the height where flz = flsalt . The height of

the lower boundary for suspension of blowing snow using Eq. 4.26 for

flsalt is plotted for 10-m wind-speeds from 0 to 25 mls and four

different threshold 10-m wind-speeds in Fig. 6.1. For comparison, h,

the mean height of sal tating particle trajectories is also plotted.

Figure 6.1 shows that r increases as an exponential function of u10 with

values for large threshold velocities only slightly larger than for

small threshold velocities. The rate of increase in r with u10 is less

than the rate of increase in h. For wind-speeds below 15 m/s the two

heights are wi thin 1 cm of each other. Hence for cOlllllon wind speeds

during blowing snow, Fig. 6.1 displays similar values of rand h.

6.3.2 Upper Boundary.

The upper boundary of the suspended layer of blowing snow is

defined by the vertical extent of blowing snow particles. This height

is limited by three independent factors: the steady-state gradient of

drift density, the height of an atmospheric inversion which limits

particle diffusion (if any) and the time available for diffusion from

the lower boundary. An exact calculation of the limiting heights

imposed by these factors is difficult due to a lack of measurements of
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Figure 6.1 Height of the Lower Boundary for Suspension versus Wind

speed. The height of the lower boundary for suspension is modelled as

the height where the drift density of suspended blowing snow equals that

for saltating blowing snow, by interfacing the suspension and saltation

models. The height is plotted as against the wind-speed at 10-m

height for various threshold wind-speeds. The saltation height is

also plotted for comparison.
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blowing snow at heights greater than 2 m and the absence of a suitable

theory to describe the vertical growth with time of two-phase boundary-

layers in the atmosphere. The effects of each factor are discussed and

a calculation scheme for the height of the upper boundary is developed

below.

If the drift density of blowing snow in steady-state suspension

(falling on the fully-developed gradient of drift density) approximates

zero at a height below an inversion, then the gradient controls the

location of the upper boundary for suspension. Selection of a drift

densi ty which approximates zero is somewhat arbitrary, but a drift

3density several orders of magnitude below 1 g/m would seem appropriate

for modelling purposes. The drift density at which blowing snow has no

noticeable effect on the meteorological visual range is about 0.001 g/m3

(Pomeroy and Male, 1988). Using this value as a "practical" limit,

drift densi ties equal to and less than 0.001 g/m3 are considered to

3approximate zero. The height at which a drift density of 0.001 g/m

occurs varies with the friction velocity. As an example, for a friction

velocity equal to 0.29 m/s this height is 2.5 m, increasing to greater

than 100 m as the friction velocity increases to 0.33 m/s. For friction

velocities in excess of 0.33 m/s it is likely that factors other than

the gradient of drift density limit the height of the upper boundary for

suspension.

Atmospheric inversions are most commonly temperature-inversions due

to inhibition of atmospheric mixing by a layer of warm, relatively

buoyant air overlying a layer of cold, relatively dense air. "Strong"

atmospheric inversions sometimes act as a vertical barrier to turbulent
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While snow-covered landscapes are prone to

temperature-inversions (especially at night), atmospheric mixing caused

by high wind-speeds acts to prevent the formation of a strong

inversion. It is suggested that atmospheric inversions strong enough

to limit the turbulent transfer of blowing snow do not normally occur

within the surface boundary-layer.

In analogy to the vertical expansion of a "plume" in a turbulent

atmosphere, it is hypothesised that the upper limit of the boundary-

layer for steady-state suspension of blowing snow increases its distance

from the lower boundary proportionately with time. For a particle

suspension where the variance in the fluctuating particle velocities

roughly equals the variance in atmospheric fluctuating velocities

Pasquill (1974) suggests,

til. (t)
P

k u* t (6.6)

whE~re ~i (t) is the mean vertical displacement of the plume at time t,
P

of particles emitted at t = o. Above a few tens of centimetres, the

variance of blowing snow particle velocities is approximately equal to

thE~ variance of atmospheric velocities (see Fig. 5.1), thus in this

hej~ght range, the growth of the blowing snow boundary-layer is expected

to follow Eq. 6.6. For modelling purposes, the mean vertical

dislplacement of the plume is taken equal to the vertical displacement of

thE~ upper limit of the steady-state suspension boundary-layer.

Following Pasquill's work, t can be defined in terms of the
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horizontal distance x from the initial release of particles as t (x)

which is the ratio of horizontal distance to horizontal velocity,

t(x) (6.7)

ud is the horizontal wind-speed at height zd where zd is greater than

2.7183z0 and is the height of the blowing-snow boundary-layer at t

equal to zero, u(t(x» is the horizontal wind-speed at height (zd + AZp )

= z which is the height of the blowing-snow boundary-layer at t(x) and
p

a geometric mean is taken of the two speeds. Substituting the

logarithmic wind-speed equation and Eq. 6.6 into Eq. 6.7 provides an

expression of the form,

(6.8)

The distance x may be expressed in terms of the fetch, F over which

blowing snow develops, where x = F - xd and xd is the distance at which

the saltating and the lower suspended layer of blowing snow are fully-

developed to the height zd. This permits the height of the blowing-snow

boundary-layer zp' equal to (zd + ~p)' to be calculated as a function

of the fetch and aerodynamic roughness by substituting Eq. 6.8 into Eq.

6.6, giving
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(6.9)

An iterative solution is necessary to find z. Measurements by Takeuchi
p

(1980) suggest appropriate values for xd and zd are 300 m and 0.3 m

respectively. Note that F does not include the upwind distance over

which turbulent wakes from trees, buildings, etc. persist, but only that

distance from the edge of a wake caused by an obstruction to blowing

snow or a change in surface roughness.

The scheme to calculate the height of the upper boundary for

suspended blowing snow is based upon the following premises:

1) inversions do not affect the upper boundary,

2) the upper boundary coincides with the height at which 11

30.001 g/m ,

3) the upper boundary coincides with the height z , whichever is
p

lower.

Results of the scheme are shown for a variety of fetches in Fig. 6.2

where the height of the upper boundary for suspension is plotted against

the 10-m wind-speed. For low wind-speeds, the height at which the drift

density becomes negligible controls the upper boundary. This condition

is not dependent upon the fetch and corresponds to the line segment

where the upper boundaries for various fetches coincide. At higher

wind-speeds (generally above 8 mls at 10-m) there is a dramatic

variation in the height of the upper boundary with fetch. For example,

given u10 equal to 10 mls and a fetch of 325 m the boundary lies just

above 1 m. For a fetch of 700 m the boundary is over 10 m and for a

fetch of 6000 m the boundary is well over 100 m. For a constant fetch,
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Figure 6.2 Height of the Upper Boundary for Suspension versus Wind

speed. The height of the upper boundary for fully-developed suspension

is determined using plume dispersion theory as a function of the

horizontal distance over which the blowing snow has flowed, and the

wind-speed. The height is plotted against the wind-speed at 10-m for a

blowing-snow fetch of 325 II, --- 400 II, --700 II, ---1500

II, ---3000 m and --- --6000 II. The blowing-snow fetch is the

distance downwind of an obstruction to blowing snow, excluding the

distance occupied by turbulent wakes behind the obstacle.
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the height of the boundary increases about 50% as the wind-speed at 10-

m increases from 10 to 25 m/s. These results indicate that the upper

boundary of blowing snow is very sensitive to both the wind-speed and

fetch distance.

6.4 Subliaation.

Dyunin (1961) initially identified sublimation of blowing snow as a

phenomenon capable of transferring significant quantities of winter

precipitation to water vapour and developed a method of calculating the

rate of sublimation from blowing snow. Schmidt (1972) developed a more

comprehensive calculation based upon a balance of energy and water

vapour transfer equations and the results of Thorpe and Mason's (1966)

measurements of sublimation from ice spheres. Lee's (1975) evaluation

of the phenomenon confirms Schmidt's calculations and recommends slight

changes to the original model. In the scheme presented herein,

Schmidt's model is used, with modifications to the calculation of the

particle ventilation velocity and other parameters recommended by Lee.

For uniform conditions of wind-speed, friction velocity, relative

humidity and temperature within a differential volume of the atmosphere

at height z above the surface, the sublimation rate dl1/dt of blowing

snow can be described by an expression of the form:

(dl1/dt) = V (z) 11
z s z (6.10)
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The sublimation rate coefficient, V (z) varies with atmospheric
s

parameters which are functions of height above the surface and differs

for saltation and suspension (which are also distinguished by height)

because of the markedly different Reynolds numbers associated with

particles in each mode of transport. For modelling convenience, V (z)s

for heights in the saltation layer is averaged over the layer as

V (salt) such that,s

V (salt)l1 hs s
(6.11)

11 is the drift density of blowing snow in saltation and h is thes

saltation height.

The blowing snow sublimation rate is the total mass of blowing snow

sublimated per unit time in a unit cross-sectional area which extends

from the surface to the upper boundary for suspension. Separating

sublimation into saltating and suspended components and integrating Eq.

6.10 over height yields an expression for the blowing snow sublimation

rate as,

b

= V (salt) 11 h + JV (z) 11 dzs s s z
r

(6.12)

where rand b are respectively the lower and upper boundaries for

suspension.

The sublimation rate coefficient V at height z (in either thes

saltating or suspended layer) is calculated from the sublimation rate
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eli /dt at height z of a single blowing snow particle of mean mass iii
p P

using the following expression (Schmidt, 1972):

di
p (-m

p
- 1)Vs = i dt =

P

(6.13)

where r = radius of the snow particle possessing mean mass (m),
m

a = under-saturation of water vapour in the atmosphere,

2Qr = radiant energy received by the particle (J/(m s»,

L = latent heat of sublimation (2.838 x 106 J/kg; List,s

1949) ,

M = molecular weight of water (18.01 kg/kmole),

R = universal gas constant (8313 J/(kmole K),

T = ambient atmospheric temperature (K),

~ thermal conductivity of the atmosphere (J/(m s K»,

D = diffusivity of water vapour in the atmosphere (m2/s),

3Ps = saturation density of water vapour at T (kg/m ),

Nu = the Nusselt number, and

Sh = the Sherwood number.

Calculation of the variables in Eq. 6.13 is explained in the following

text.

The mean mass and corresponding radius of blowing snow particles

is a function of height. Budd (1966) has noted blowing snow particle

radii can be fitted to a gamma distribution, whose parameters of shape

(a) and scale un vary with height. Schmidt (1982) measured the a-
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paraJlleter of the gamma distribution and the mean snow particle radius

(r = as) at six heights from 0.05 to 1 m above the surface during ten
p

blowing snow events.

functions of height.

For each event, he fits values of a and r asp

Single expressions relating height to a and rare
p

developed by averaging the coefficients and exponents for the gradients

with coefficients of determination greater than 0.95 (5 each for a and

r). The resulting expressions are,
p

a = 4.08 + 12.6 z

and

- 10-5z-0.258r = 4.6 x ,
P

where rand z are in metres.
p

(6.14)

(6.15)

In the model, values of a and rarep

calculated using Eqs. 6.14 and 6.15, but arbitrarily, a is not permitted

to exceed 25 and r is not permitted to drop below 30 ~m. These limits
p

are imposed because the fall velocities of snow particles of radius less

than 30 J,Jm are extremely small (less than 0.08 m/s). At such small

fall velocities, significant vertical gradients of particle size are not

expected. For the saltation layer, a is assigned a value of 5 and the

mean particle radius a value of 100 J,Jm, based upon measurements of

saltating snow particles reported by Schmidt (1981). Following Budd

(1966) the mean particle mass , given a gamma distribution of particle

radii, is,

(6.16)
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where p. is the density of blowing snow particles, assumed equal to the
1

density of ice.

The under-saturation of water vapour in the atmosphere at

temperature T is calculated froll its actual density, p and the
w

saturation density, Ps' at T, where:

a = (p /p ) - 1w s (6.17)

Vapour densities are calculated in the model from the relative humidity

and air temperatures using techniques outlined by Buck (1981).

An empirical relationship between the thermal conductivity of the

atmosphere and the atmospheric temperature, obtained from values

tabulated by List (1949) is:

~ = 0.00063 T + 0.0673

where T is in K.

(6.18)

The d.iffusivity of water vapour in the atmosphere is described by

an equation provided by Gray (1963) using Thorpe and Mason's (1966)

coefficients, as,

D (6.19)

in which T is in K.
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Measurements of the atmospheric temperature gradient with height

from 0.1 to 2 m above the surface during blowing snow at Loreburn

(Pomeroy and Male, 1987) and Saskatoon show a temperature depression at

the surface relative to conditions prior to snow transport. These

resul ts have been repeated by the measurements reported in Chapter 3.

However, no consistent gradients of temperature were evident during

blowing snow. For purposes of sublimation modelling a neutral

temperature gradient is therefore assumed.

Humidity measurements at Loreburn (Pomeroy and Male, 1987) during

blowing snow show a decrease in relative humidity with height above the

surface. Extreme measurements show relative humidities up to 20%

greater at 0.1 m height than those at 2-m. More commonly, values in the

lowest 0.1 m of the atmosphere are 10% greater than that at 2-m. The

vertical gradient in the under-saturation of water vapour in the

atmosphere during this common blowing snow scenario can be estimated

using the equation,

(6.20)

Equation 6.20 relates the under-saturation at any height a to that atz

the 2-m, the standard height of measurement by the Atmospheric

Environment Service.

The radiant energy received by a blowing snow particle, Q variesr

with the time of day, date of the year, geographic latitude and weather.

The short-wave radiation received by the Earth's surface (incident solar

radiation) is a surrogate parameter for the radiant energy received by a
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Measurements at the Bad Lake Climatological

Station conducted by the Division of Hydrology (Gray et al., 1986)

suggest an intensity of 120 J/(m2s) for incident short-wave radiation is

oa typical daylight period average during mid-winter at a latitude of 52

N. Variation of Q from 0 to 120 J/(m
2
s) results in a negligible

r

variation in V .
s

In the calculation of sublimation from a blowing snow particle, the

Nusselt number is the dimensionless ratio of conductive to convective

resistance to heat transfer from the particle to the atmosphere

surrounding the particle. The Sherwood number is the dimensionless

ratio of convective to molecular resistance to transfer of water vapour

by the atmosphere surrounding the particle. Lee (1975) has confirmed

Thorpe and Mason's (1966) conclusion for ice spheres that Nu =Sh, for

condi tions adjacent to particles of blowing snow in a turbulent

atmosphere. Lee finds the best predictive equation for particle

Reynolds numbers, Re, between 0.7 and 10 is

Nu = Sh = 1.79 + 0.606 ReO. 5 (6.21)

The particle Reynolds number is a function of the particle's radius and

its velocity relative to the atmosphere, the ventilation velocity v .r

The function is of the form,

Re
2 r vp r

v (6.22)
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where v is the kinematic viscosity of the atmosphere which has a value

-5 2of 1.88 x 10 m Is for temperatures common during blowing snow.

For suspended particles, Lee (1975) suggests the ventilation

velocity is equal to the particle's mean terminal fall velocity, Q, plus

the vector sum of the root mean square (square root of the mean of the

velocities squared) turbulent velocity relative to the particle.

Assuming the three cartesian components of this veloci ty are

approximately equal,

v = w + 3w cos(n/4)
r r

(6.23)

where Q is found using Eq. 5.18 and w is a component of the root mean
r

square relative velocity in one cartesian direction. Lee shows w to
r

vary significantly with wind-speed and to a lesser degree with particle

radius, the aerodynamic surface roughness and height above the surface.

Using his procedures and assuming r p = 50 um, Zo = 0.002 m and z = 1 m,

a simple expression for w as a function of the ambient mean horizontal
r

wind-speed at height z, uz ' is

wr
0.005 u 1.36

z
(6.24)

The ventilation velocity for saltating particles differs from the

suspended case because the particles have large mean speeds relative to

the atmosphere and fluctuations in the relative turbulent velocity are

of much shorter duration. For this reason the ventilation velocity is
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calculated from its mean components of relative speed in the vertical

and horizontal direction. Calculation of the vertical component of the

ventilation velocity for a saltating particle assumes the mean vertical

wind velocity is zero relative to a fixed frame of reference. The

particle speed relative to the wind is then found using its trajectory

in saltation. The mean trajectory height of a saltating snow particle

is equal to 1.6u*2/(2g) (Eq. 4.13), this expression presumes an initial

vertical velocity equal to 1.26u*. The vertical velocity at the top of

a saltating particle trajectory is zero, thus the mean vertical speed of

a saltating snow particle is 0.68u*.

Estimation of the horizontal velocity of a saltating particle

relative to the mean horizontal wind-speed is difficult without a better

understanding than presently exists regarding the structure of the mean

wind-speed profile within the saltation layer and the dynamics of

saltating particles. However, an argument can be made that as the mean

horizontal velocity of saltating particles relative to the surface

reflects the balance between friction imposed by the atmosphere and by

the surface, the mean horizontal velocity of particles relative to the

wind-speed reflects the same balance of frictional forces (see Chapter

4.2.6). For the purposes of sublimation modelling, it is suggested that

the speed of saltating particles relative to the wind-speed is equal to

the speed of sal tating particles relative to the surface. Thus, the

hor izontal component of the ventilation velocity is equal to the

saltation velocity. This relationship permits calculation of the total

ventilation velocity of sal tating particles as a function of readily

determined wind-speed parameters. Thus,
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where all velocities are in m/s. Eq. 6.25 is used in determining the

Nussel t and Sherwood numbers for the saltation layer and Eq. 6.23 is

used in the same manner for suspended blowing snow.

8.5 Model Results.

8.5.1 Prairie Bla.ina Snow Model.

The calculations of drift density, sublimation rate and mass flux

have been compiled in a FORTRAN computer program (Appendix D) as the

Prairie Blowing Snow Model (PBSM). The PBSM uses as inputs the incoming

short-wave radiation, the atmospheric temperature at a height of 2 m,

the relative humidity at a height of 2 m, the lRean wind-speed at a

height of 10 m, the wind-speed at a height of 10 m for the threshold of

snow transport, wheat stubble height (stubble density is based upon

Canadian Prairie conditions) and the blowing snow fetch (equal to the

meteorological fetch excluding wakes downwind of obstructions to flow).

The mass flux, drift density and sublimation rate per unit area in the

saltation and suspension layers are calculated by the PBSM in separate

routines. The lower boundary for suspension is taken as the height to

the nearest 0.1 mm possessing a drift density equal to that in

saltation. The mass flux, drift density and SUblimation rate per unit

area are calculated for layers of the atmosphere of 0.001 m vertical

extent, from the lower boundary to a height of 0.5 m after which they
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are calculated for 0.1 m layers to the upper boundary for suspension.

The mass flux above 5 m is not used in calculating the total mass flux,

as there is little likelihood of trapping this snow in a drift given the

scale of obstructions to blowing snow on the Prairies.

6.5.2 Environaental Inputs.

The 2-m atmospheric temperature, 2-m relative humidity, 10-m wind

speed and threshold 10-m Wind-speed are monitored on an hourly basis

within Canada by synoptic meteorological stations of the Atmospheric

Environment Service. Incident solar radiation can be estimated from

parameters measured at synoptic stations such as cloud cover using the

model developed by Gray and Landine (1988).

Wheat stubble height and meteorological fetch are measured or

estimated for the site at which the model is to be applied via

interpretation of aerial photographs, topographic maps or other

geographic data. The blowing-snow fetch is calculated by subtracting

from the meteorological fetch the length within the meteorological fetch

occupied by turbulent wakes from upwind obstructions to the flow. In

analogy to "flow visualisation" procedures, the length of the wakes is

approximately equal to the length of the fully-developed snow-drifts

which form downwind of the obstructions. Tabler and Schmidt (1986) and

Sturges (1986) present formulae to calculate the length of drifts

downwind from snow-fences, shelter-belts and unharvested wheat strips.

They note that for obstructions of 50% porosity, fully-developed drifts

occupy a downwind distance 30 times the height of the obstruction.
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6.5.3 Vertical Profiles of Blowine Snow.

Vertical profiles of the blowing snow drift density as calculated

by the PBSM routine are plotted in Fig. 6.3 against height for several

10-m wind-speeds, given an unlimited upper boundary, a threshold wind-

speed of 5 mls and a continuous snow-cover with no extruding vegetation.

At low wind-speeds (6 m/s) the drift density rapidly declines to an

3insignificant magnitude « 0.001 glm ) at heights within 1 m of the

surface. However, at high wind-speeds (12 mls and greater), the drift

density declines very slowly with height sustaining values greater than

1 g/m3 at 10 m for a Wind-speed of 20 m/s. As the sublimation and snow-

cover erosion rates are proportions of the total mass of blowing snow in

the atmosphere, the height of the upper boundary for suspension becomes

important to their calculation during high wind-speeds when the drift

density attains large values at great heights.

8.5.4 Blowinc Snow and Wind-speed.

6.5.4.1 Mass Flux. Using the PBSM, the horizontal mass flux of

blowing snow and the blowing snow sublimation rate (equal to the

negative of the snow-cover erosion rate for fully-developed, non-

snowfall conditions) have been calculated as a function of wind-speed

for a variety of environmental conditions. Figure 6.4 shows mass flux

to a 5-m height plotted against the 10-m wind-speed for four threshold

wind-speeds: 5, 7, 9 and 11 mls given a blowing-snow fetch of 500 m.

The mass flux does not vary significantly with fetch for blowing-snow

fetches greater than about 400 to 500 m. Varying thresholds have little

effect on the mass flux except to specify a wind-speed at which
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Figure 6.3 Vertical Profiles of Blowing Snow Drift Density. The

dr i ft density of blowing snow in sal tation and suspension, plotted

against height for a threshold 10-m wind-speed of 5 ./s and 10-m wind

speeds of ---6 mis, --- 8 mis, --- 12 mis, _.- 15 m/s and

- - -20 m/s. Drift densities are calculated using routines in the

Prairie Blowing Snow Model.
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Figure 6.4 Blowing Snow Mass Flux versus Wind-speed. The horizontal

mass flux of blowing snow from the surface to 5-m height is calculated

using the Prairie Blowing Snow Model, as a function of the wind-speed at

10-m height. Threshold 10-m wind-speeds are 5 mis, ---7 mis,

--9 m/s and _.- 11 m/s. For comparison mass. flux values

calculated using various other models are plotted as: + Budd et al.

(1966), * Takeuchi (1980) old hardened snow, 0 Schmidt (1986) u*t = 0.2

m/s.
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transport begins and to diminish the mass flux at wind-speeds very near

to the threshold value. Figure 6.4 as well shows transport rates

predicted by the PBSM are similar to those predicted by Schmidt (1986).

Note that Schmidt's model is developed solely from an analysis of

saltation transport J but saltation comprises the lesser component of

PBSM fluxes. The suspension model developed by Budd et al. (1966)

(implemented as in Fig. 2.1) concurs with the PBSM in that it is

insensi ti ve to threshold condi tions, however Budd et al.' s model

overestimates PBSM fluxes for low windspeeds and underestimates PBSM

fluxes at high windspeeds, the cross-over point being a wind-speed of

about 17 m/s. Takeuchi's saltation model also overestimates PBSM fluxes

at low windspeeds and underestimates them at high windspeeds.

The insensitivity of the PBSM mass fluxes to threshold conditions

is explained by the relative proportion of the mass flux carried in

saltation and suspension. Figure 6.5 shows the saltating and suspended

mass fluxes for threshold 10-m wind-speeds of 5 and 9 mis, plotted

against the 10-m wind-speed. At all wind-speeds where saltation and

suspension occur, the suspended flux is greater than the saltating flux,

though near the threshold they are very close in mapi tude. As the

suspended flux is almost entirely insensitive to the threshold (except

to specify a wind-speed below which suspension cannot occur) and is the

dominant mass fraction of the flux, the mass flux of blowing snow also

displays insensitivity to threshold conditions.

Figure 6.6 shows the effect of wheat stubble on the mass flux,

plotted for "exposed" (exposed above the snow-cover) stalk heights of 0,

0.01, 0.02 and 0.05 m as a function of wind-speed at a fetch of 500 m
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Figure 6.5 Saltating and Suspended Mass Fluxes. The horizontal mass

flux of blowing snow as sal tation and as suspension to 5-m height is

calculated using the PBSM as a function of the wind-speed at lO-m height

and two threshold conditions. saltation (u10t = 5 m/s), --

suspension (u10t = 5 m/s), ---- saltation (u10t = 9 m/s), _.

suspension (u10t = 9 m/s).
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Figure 6.6 Blowing Snow Mass Flux over Vegetation. The horizontal

mass flux of blowing snow from the surface to 5-m height is calculated

using the PBSM as a function of the wind-speed at 10-m height for

var i ous exposed he ights of grain stubble, assuming a stalk number

density of 320 stalks per square metre of snow-surface. Exposed heights

and resulting plotted fluxes are: 0 mm, -- -10 mm, ---20 mm

and ---50 mm.
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and conditions corresponding to a threshold wind-speed of 5 m/s over a

non-vegetated snow-cover. The decrease in mass flux with increasing

"exposed" stalk height is evident at all wind-speeds, amounting to more

than a factor of 2 between 0 and 0.05 m of exposed stalk at moderately

strong wind-speeds. This indicates that both the suspended and

saltating fluxes are decreased by the additional roughness presented by

the vegetation. As well, stalk heights of 0.05 m increase the

"effective fl threshold 10-m wind-speed at which saltation cannot be

maintained from 5 to 9 m/s. It is evident from Fig. 6.6 that exposed

stubble heights of near 0.05 m are necessary to inhibit the erosive

capabilities of moderate and low windspeeds (less than 10 m/s).

The quantities of snow movement indicated by the PBSM indicate that

blowing snow is a major hydrologic process. For conditions of complete

snow-covers and a strong blowing snow event (mass flux = 1000 g/(m s»,

the blowing snow rate crossing a line of 50 km length, perpendicular to

the wind, is greater than the low flow rate in the South Saskatchewan

River at Saskatoon (50 m3/s). For such an event covering the Province

there can be a flow of blowing snow moving across the southern

Saskatchewan prairie several times greater than the flow of water in the

major river crossing the region.

6.5.4.2 Subli.ation. The sublimation rate depends on the drift

densi ty and wind-speed, so responds to the environmental parameters

outlined in the preceding section in a manner similar to the mass flux.

As well, the sublimation rate responds to temperature, humidity and

fetch. All the sublimation calculations presented here use a threshold

wind-speed of 5 m/s and assume non-vegetated snow-covers. The relative
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effects on sublimation of changing these two conditions are similar to

the effects on the mass flux. For clarity in the discussions, the

sublimation rates refer to the rate of mass transfer from solid to

vapour, i.e. negative change in solid mass per unit time.

Figure 6.7 shows the blowing snow sublimation rate plotted against

the wind-speed for several blowing snow fetches from 325 to 6000 m given

oa temperature of -15 C and a relative humidity of 70%. Even at a fetch

of 325 m (only 25 m past the point where the saltation and suspension

transition layers become fully-developed), the sublimation rate

increases by an order of magnitude when the wind-speed increases from 8

to 20 m/s. Fetch controls the upper boundary for suspension at wind-

speeds greater than about 8 m/s (see Fig. 6.2). In this range of wind-

speeds the sublimation rate is sensitive to the fetch, which controls

the vertical extent of the blowing-snow boundary-layer, and hence the

amount of blowing snow available for sublimation. At a wind-speed of 15

m/s the sublimation rate increases by almost an order of magnitude as

the fetch increases from 325 to 3000 m. Following Eq. 6.1 and assuming

Q = Q this change is equivalent to a change in the snowpackin out'

erosion rate from 4.3 mm of snow water equivalent (s. w. e.) to 30 mm

s.w.e. over a 12-hour period given no snowfall. Thus the amount of

snowpack erosion during a blowing snow event increases with the distance

from an obstruction, given similar wind-speeds, temperatures, humidities

and horizontal mass fluxes over the distance.

The effect of atmospheric temperature on the sublimation rate is

demonstrated in Fig. 6.8 which shows the sublimation rate plotted

against wind-speed for three temperatures. The relative humidity is 70%
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Figure 6.7 Blowing Snow Sublimation Rate for Various Fetches. The

rate of sublimation within a fully-developed column of blowing snow over

a unit area of snow-surface is calculated as a function of the 10-m

wind-speed for an atmospheric temperature of -15 °c and relative

humidity of 70% both at 2-81 height. The effect of blowing-snow fetch on

the upper boundary for blowing snow and hence the sublimation rate of

blowing snow within the boundary is shown as for the

fetches: 325 JI, --- 400 JI, ---- 700 HI, ----- 1500 m,

---3000 m and--- - 6000 II.
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Figure 6.8 Blowing Snow Sublimation Rate for Various Temperatures.

The rate of sublimation within a fully-developed column of blowing snow

over a unit area of snow-surface is calculated as a function of the 10-m

wind-speed for a blowing-snow fetch of 500 II and relative humidity at 2

m of 70%. The effect of varying 2-m air temperatures on the sublimation

rate of blowing snow "is show: -1 °C, -15°C and ----35

°C.
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and the blowing-snow fetch is 500 m. An increase in the temperature

from -35 to -1 °c increases the sublimation rate almost 30 fold over the

full range of wind-speed. For a 12-hour blowing snow event with a wind-

speed of 12 m/s and a fetch of 500 m, this sublimation loss (see Eq.

6.1) is equivalent to a net snow-cover erosion of less than 0.5 mm

s.w.e given an arctic air mass (air temperature = -35 °C) and 13 IRDl

s.w.e. given a temperate air mass (air temperature = -1 °C).

Changing humidity also markedly affects the sublimation of blowing

snow. Figure 6.9 shows the sublimation rate plotted as in Fig. 6.8 for

othree relative humidities given a constant temperature of -15 C and

blowing-snow fetch of 500 m. There is approximately an order of

mapi tude decrease in the subl imation rate as the relative humidi ty

increases from 40 to 95%. This corresponds (following Eq. 6.1) to a

decrease in the snow-cover erosion over 12-h from 17 IRDl s.w.e. to less

than 1.5 mm s.w.e. at a wind-speed of 15 m/s.

Using the mass-balance represented in Eq. 6.1 and assuming the

blowing snow flux entering a control volume is equal to that leaving the

volume (valid for blowing-snow fetches greater than 400 to 500 m), the

sublimation rates shown in Figs. 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 are sufficient to

completely erode typical prairie snowcovers (-100 mm s.w.e.) over the

course of several days of blowing snow with moderate temperatures. This

erosion rate is greater where the fetch is large, temperatures are high

and humidi ties low, becoming very small for cold condi tions

(temperatures less than -35 °C). Observations of snowcovers on level

fields near Loreburn, Saskatchewan (where fetches were greater than 2

km, wind-speeds were high, precipitation was light and temperatures were
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Figure 6.9 Blowing Snow Sublimation Rate for Various Relative

Humidities. The rate of sublimation within a fully-developed column of

blowing snow over a unit area of snow-surface is calculated as a

function of the 10-m wind-speed for a blowing-snow fetch of 500 m and

air temperature at 2-m of -15 °C. The effect of varying relative

humidities at 2-m on the sublimation rate of blowing snow is shown:----

40%, --- 70% and -- 95%.
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moderate) show the summer-fallow snowpack was limited to depths of less

than 5 cm without regard to the quantity of snow-fall which occured with

blowing snow (windspeeds > 10 m/s). There are almost no locations in

the region where the eroded snow may be deposited and there is an

absence of large drifts nearby; hence the snow is assumed to have

sublimated. This suggests that the quantities of snow-surface erosion

due to sublimation of blowing snow as predicted in the PBSM are

possible. Careful measurements 1n the future will allow more r1gourous

testing of PBSM sublimation.



7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Based upon a consideration of the shear stress in excess of that

exerted by the wind on the snow-surface, an expression for the mass flux

of saltating snow has been developed. Comparison of the saltation

model to data measured over continuous, non-vegetated snow-covers has

determined: the mean maximum height of sal tating snow particle

trajectories is proportional to the square of the friction velocity, the

mean horizontal velocity of saltating snow particles is proportional to

the friction velocity at the impact threshold of transport and the

efficiency of sal tation is inversely proportional to the friction

velocity. Coefficients for the preceding relationships are calibrated

for Prairie snow-covers without vegetation. Near the threshold of

transport, the resulting mass flux function shows the maximum transport

rates are associated with low-threshold conditions, while at higher

wind-speeds maximum transport rates are associated with high-threshold

condi tions. For constant condi tions, the mass flux increases

approximately in proportion to the friction velocity.

A procedure to calculate the drift density and mass flux of

suspended blowing snow has been developed for steady-state flow where

horizontal gradients in the mass of snow suspended in the atmosphere are

negligible. Measurements of the mass of snow suspended in the

atmosphere, made at a number of heights and for a variety of

atmospheric conditions have been used to define the behaviour of a

blowing-snow diffusion parameter which is the ratio of the blowing-snow

diffusion velocity to the product of von Karman t s constant and the
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friction velocity. The vertical gradient of this mass is controlled by

the diffusion parameter and a diffusion reference height which is the

height at which the vertical gradient intercepts the reference mass (800

g/m3). Within the lowest two metres of the atmosphere, the diffusion

parameter and reference height are found to be relatively unaffected by

varying sublimation, surface erosion and snowfall rates.

Calculation procedures to describe saltating and suspended blowing

snow are compiled into a computer algorithm, termed the Prairie Blowing

Snow ModeI or PBSM. The PBSM estimates the horizontal mass flux of

blowing snow, the blowing-snow sublimation rate and the snow-surface

erosion rate, using readily available meteorological station

measurements such as wind-speed, temperature, hWRidi ty , precipitation

and presence of snow-cover, and vegetation and terrain information as

inputs. Components of the PBSM developed for saltation and suspension

explain about 90% of the variance in measurements of the mass flux.

The PBSM calculations show the suspended mass flux has prominence

over that in saltation. Horizontal mass fluxes calculated by the PBSM

increase exponentially with wind-speed, froll less than 10 g/ (m s) at

Wind-speeds at a height of 10 m of less than 10 m/s to nearly 1000 g/(m

s) at wind speeds of 25 m/s.

The blowing snow sublimation rate calculated by the PBSM is

sensitive to the wind-speed, fetch, air temperature and humidity.

Notable amounts of sublimation occur in both the saltating and suspended

layers of blowing snow. The sublimation rate increases by five orders

of magnitude as the wind-speed at a height of 10 m increases from 5.5 to

25 mis, and increases by almost two factors of 10 as the fetch increases
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from 325 to 6000 Ill. For a constant wind speed and fetch, the

sublimation rate increases by a factor of ten as the temperature

increases from -35 0 to -1 °c or relative humidity decreases from 95% to

40%.

The erosion rate of snow-covers is shown to be a function of the

rate of change in horizontal mass flux with distance downwind of an

obstacle to blowing snow, the blowing snow sublimation rate and the

snowfall rate over a unit area of the snow-surface. For a fetch

(downwind of turbulent wakes caused by obstructions to snow transport)

greater than 400 to 500 m over level, uniform terrain the horizontal

mass flux is fully-developed to sufficient height that the snow-cover

erosion rate is controlled predominantly by the sublimation of blowing

snow and the amount of falling snow. Erosion rates due to sublimation

of blowing snow are sufficient to completely ablate snow-covers found in

semi-arid, windswept regions such as the Canadian Prairies.
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APPENDIX A

BLOWING SNOW DETECTION GAUGE

A.I Introduction.

Required attributes of a blowing snow gauge include: the ability to

operate at temperatures from above freezing to -40 °c, limited

requirements for field maintenance, small sampling area, ability to

sample within 0.01 m of the snow surface, negligible interference with

atmospheric flow, ability to sample accurately the range of mass fluxes

found from the saltation layer to several metres height and ability to

interface with an automated data retrieval system. This appendix

reviews the state of the art in blowing snow detection and describes a

gauge meeting the attributes considered necessary for measurement of

blowing snow.

Measurement of the JIlass flux of blowing snow has been accomplished

with success in Antarctica (Budd et al., 1966) using the Mellor

mechanical snow trap (Mellor, 1960) which traps snow entering a narrow

orifice in a large chamber. The Mellor trap has an acceptably small

sampling area, however it requires frequent maintenance (emptying and

weighing of accumulated snow) and its bulk makes accurate measurement

near the snow surface (below 0.05 JIl height) difficult. Schmidt et al.

(1982) developed an automated mechanical snow trap which measures the

flux integrated over 0 to 0.5 m height. The mechanical components of

this trap (electronic weighing scale) must operate at temperatures near

o °c and be permanently installed beneath the snow surface. Factors
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such as limited manpower, frozen soil to depths greater than one metre

and the desire to measure the vertical distribution of mass flux over

heights from 0.01 m to 2 m suggest that mechanical measurement of the

mass flux of blowing snow is not suited to the measurement programme.

Schmidt (1977, 1984) and Gubler (1981) describe gauges which count

individual blowing snow particles based upon the number of interruptions

to the transmittance of a narrow light beam, caused by the passage of

particles through the beam. As well, Schmidt's gauge estimates particle

velocities and the size of individual particles. Uncertainty in

interpreting the measurements of these gauges, due to incomplete

interception of the particle by the beam and non-uniform beam intensity

have been noted by Schmidt (1977) and Gubler (1981). Schmidt's gauge

requires an intricate signal analysis, thus its response time is

insufficient to sample snow flows with high particle number densities.

A comparison (Schmidt et al., 1984) of Schmidt's 1977 and 1984 gauges,

Gubler's gauge and a mechanical snow trap shows notable differences in

the estimated mass flux. As these devices are empirically calibrated, a

standard measurement cannot be defined.

No instruments described in the literature have been found which

possess the attributes of a blowing snow gauge which are desired for

this measurement programme. The following section describes the

physical construction and calibration of a gauge which possesses the

noted attributes.
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A.2 Gauge Description.

The electronic circuit design and physical construction of the

Particle Detector are attributed to the knowledge and skill of Mr. T.

Brown, Division of Hydrology. Portions of the following description are

based upon discussions with Mr. Brown.

The Particle Detector counts the number of interruptions to the

transmission of a beam of radiation caused by the passing of blowing

snow particles. Interruptions of the beam (pulses) causing the

transmittance to drop below a threshold value register as counts. The

tasks accomplished by the gauge signal processing before pulses are

counted are three-fold: amplification of the small signal received by

the photo-detector, removal of the DC (mean signal) level introduced by

ambient radiation levels and the source beam intensity and generation of

an output pulse for every passing snow particle whose degree of beam

interruption exceeds a fixed threshold.

The gauge consists of left and right-hand components, mounted on a

12.7 mm thick mild-steel flat of an unclosed rectangular shape (see Fig.

A.l). A narrow beam of radiation is emitted by a Light Emitting Diode

(LED) located on the left-hand of the gauge. Whilst passing from left

to right, radiation in the beam is exposed to the snow particle flux. A

photodiode detector, mounted on the right-hand of the gauge, monitors

the transmittance of the beam. The LED (Motorola MFOE1202) has a peak

emission wavelength of 820 nm, a band for which the photo-detector

(Motorola MFOD2404), an integrated detector/preamplifier, is extremely

responsive. The LED has approximately a 130 ~m radius and is mounted 20

am from a monitoring pinhole. The pinhole of approximately 150 ~m
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radius is in thin brass shim material and caps a fibre optic leading to

the photodiode detector which has an active radius equivalent to the

pinhole. Measurements of the photodiode signal with a storage

oscilloscope during the passage of a spinning wire confirm the beam is

effectively collimated with an active cross-sectional radius of 170 ~m.

This beam radius rather than the optic radii is used in calibration.

The gauge is oriented so that the flow of snow is perpendicular to

the beam and normal to a plane through Fig. A.l; the mounting bracket

can be on either the top or bottom, depending on the height of

measurement. Flow visualization accomplished by observing particle

passage through the gap and monitoring the accumulation of snow-dunes

over the gauge suggests the beam path between the pinhole and LED does

not present an obstruction to the snow-air flow.

The Particle Detector signals are processed (see Fig. A.2) by

circuitry mounted on a printed circuit board which is located to the

right of the fibre optic. The first active stage of the circuit is the

photo-detector, which performs the optical detection and current to

voltage functions. It converts each ~W of radiative energy input to 35

mv of output. The output is coupled to the linear amplifier by a high

frequency pass filter (simple resister-capacitor network) having a time

constant of 100 ~s, i.e. a cutoff of 1.59 KHz. This network functions

as a differentiator (edge coupling) of pulses in the signal when both

the pulse width and time between pulses is greater than 314 ~s,

gradually changing to AC coupling when both pulse width and time

between pulses are less than 314 ~s. The coupling removes from the

pulse-train the DC level introduced by ambient solar radiation and the
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LED beam, and reduces the effects of variations in detected solar

radiation caused by the passage of clouds and other atmospheric effects.

The linear amplifier has a voltage gain of 200. It amplifies the

pulse-train generated by the interruption of the LED beam to a level

which may be compared to a fixed reference voltage.

When the high-frequency pass filter is functioning as a

differentiator, the baseline level of the pulse-train is constant.

However, as the transition to AC coupling occurs, the baseline level is

affected by the length, amplitude and frequency of pulses. If this

condition was not corrected, the reference level for comparison of pulse

amplitudes would be a function of the velocity, size and frequency of

passing snow particles. A low-pass filter (integrator) possessing a

time constant of 4.7 ms, corrects for the variation in the baseline

level of the pulse-train. The integrator generates a DC level from the

signal, which is added to a fixed offset and the result used as the

reference input level for the signal comparator. The pulse train is

applied as the other input to the comparator. To minimise the effects

from noise generated internally and noise located on the input wave

form, the comparator has hysteresis of ±5 mv. This hysteresis causes

the comparator to switch at 30 mv on the rising edge of a pulse and 20

mv on the trailing edge. Thus, pulses are counted when their amplitude

exceeds 30 mv, and the likelihood of multiple counts from the same pulse

is minimal. The Climatic Monitor accumulates the counts over a 7.5-min.

period.

Irregularities in radiation extinction by particles and the random

distribution of particles in the atmosphere make it difficult to exactly
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specify the environmental conditions at which the transition between

edge and AC coupling occurs. The frequency of the wave-form increases

with increasing drift density and particle velocity and the ratio of

pulse width to the period of the wave-form increases with increasing

particle radius. Thus given the variable nature of two-phase flow, it

is expected that both the coupling modes are employed by the high

frequency pass filter over any given 7.5-min. measurement of blowing

snow.

It is theoretically possible that the rise in the negative D.C.

level with particle radius and frequency can saturate the gauge, this

occurs for drift densities in excess of 1.5 kg/m3 when particle sizes

are in excess of 75 ~m mean radius and are travelling at speeds greater

than 10 mIse Measurements by Budd (1966) and Schmidt (1982) show a

rapid decline in drift density and mean radii, and a rapid increase in

wind-speed with increasing distance from the surface. Their data

suggest that it is extremelY unlikely for the conditions under which the

gauge saturates to exist during blowing snow. The reduction in detected

radiation corresponding to the pulse at the threshold of detection is

stable despite changes in LED output with temperature (tested over a

range from 5 to -40 °C) and ambient light levels (tested from high sun

angles to darkness under a variety of atmospheric conditions). The

threshold can be changed to suit the slight variance in optical

transmission from gauge to gauge, so that the thresholds correspond to

the same effective particle radius without regard for the idiosyncracies

of gauge optics.
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A.3 Particle Detector Calibration.

A.3.1 Theoretical Considerations.

This calibration assumes blowing snow particles behave optically as

ice spheres and possess a density equal to that of ice. Pomeroy and

Male (in press) compared the visual range modelled from these

assumptions using the drift density measurements of Budd et ale (1966)

to Budd et al.'s careful measurements of the visual range and found very

good agreement. This suggests the assumptions do not deter from the

accuracy of the calibration.

Following Zuev (1970), the transmittance, T , associated with a
e

single spherical particle intercepting a collimated beam is found as,

(A.l)

where TO is the transmittance antecedent to the beam interception, r i is

the intercepted radius of the particle, r b is the beam radius and Qeff

is the effective extinction efficiency. The difference between T ande

TO corresponds to the magnitude of the pulse in the photodiode signal.

The effective extinction efficiency is the ratio of radiant flux

scattered and absorbed by a particle so that it is not received bY the

detector to that flux which actually intercepts the particle surface.

Neglecting forward scattering from externally reflected radiation (less

than 0.1% of incident radiation for blowing snow particles), the

effective extinction efficiency is equal to the particle extinction

efficiency Q , less the correction due to detection of radiatione
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diffracted forward by the particle AQd and the correction due to

detection of radiation refracted forward by the particle AQ , where
r

(A.2)

The extinction efficiency is a function of the particle radius and

wavelength of radiation. For a mean wavelength of 820 nm it is best

calculated from Mie theory (Mie, 1908) using an approximate algorithm

such as that proposed by Nussenzvieg and Wiscombe (1980). The

extinction efficiency of ice spheres for broad-band radiation of mean

wavelength equal to 820 nm is plotted against particle radii in Fig.

A.S. Wave-forms in the plot are due to interference between various

orders of scattering rays. Q varies notably from the approximation of
e

2.0 used in some optics applications.

The diffraction correction to the extinction efficiency accounts for

radiation diffracted forward by the particle into a solid angle defined

by the detector radius r b and distance 1 from particle to detector.

Hodkinson and Greenleaves (1963) pres.ent a formula for AQd based upon

the work of van de Hulst (1957). This formula is integrated over the

detection distance L to provide an average correction for the source-

detector geometry,

(A.3)
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Figure A.3 Radiation Extinction Efficiency versus Particle Radius.

The Mie and effective Mie extinction efficiency plotted against the snow

particle radius for the optical configuration of the Particle Detector.
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where s = 2nri /A, A is the mean wavelength and J o and J 1 are zeroth and

first order Bessel functions of the first kind, respectively. For the

particle detector, the magnitude of AQd can be 50% of Qe and increases

with particle radius.

The refraction correction AQ is a function of the complex index ofr

refraction, n, and the particle/detector geometry. The formula

presented by Hodkinson and Greenleaves (1963) is integrated over the

detection distance, providing an average correction for the

source/detector configuration,

= 4[n
2

n_ 1] 4[9

0

.....(nA_._-_1....)~3.....(n_-_A....)....3.....(_1~+~B...)C_

A(n2 + 1 - 2nA)2
d9 (A.4 )

where A = cos(9/2), B = sec4(9/2), C = sin(9) and 9 = arcsin(rd/l). AQr

is much smaller than AQd for the geometry of the Particle Detector.

The effective extinction efficiency for ice spheres in the Particle

Detector is plotted on the same plot as the extinction efficiency in

Fig. A.3. Qeff is diminished by almost half as the particle radius

increases from 10 to 50 ~m. Interference phenomena are more evident in

the effective extinction efficiency than the extinction efficiency

because of forward diffraction, though irregularities in particle shape

are likely to average these effects somewhat.

The transmittance associated with an intercepted particle radius and

its variation with particle crossing position between the source and

detector is examined by calculating Qeff without integrating over

distance L (see Eq.s A.3 and A.4). This Qeff(l) is specific to the
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crossing position as opposed to the integrated Qeff plotted in Fig. A.3.

Using Eq. A.1, the transmittance T for the Particle Detector beame

geometry is calculated as a function of the intercepted radius of the

particle and 1; the results are plotted in Fig. A.4. The blowing snow

particles extinguish less radiation as distance to the detector

decreases, this effect becoming most severe very near to the detector.

Inconsistencies in some values for T (especially for large particles)
e

result from diffraction interference effects, which are averaged out

when a range of particle sizes are considered.

For a threshold transmittance of detection Td = 1.0 and particle

radii much less than the beam radius, the number flux of snow particles

through a unit area of the atmosphere normal to the flux, F , isp

determined from the number of particles counted by a detector per unit

time, ~, and the sampling area, normal to the flux, of the detection

beam, A , where,s

F ~/AP s
(A.5)

However, the Particle Detector beam cross-sectional radius is of the

same order of magnitude as the larger snow particle radii and Td < 1.0,

hence only particles whose intercepted radii correspond to

transmittances less than the threshold value are counted. These

particles have radii larger than r d , which is found by solving for r i

when Te To be counted their intercepted radii must as well be

larger than rd' A large particle can have a path through the beam

further from the beam centre than a small particle and still have its
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intercepted radius larger than the threshold value. Thus the sampling

area of the beam varies with the size of particle. To calibrate the

Particle Detector, Eq. A.5 must be modified for:

1) not counting particles of radii less than r d ,

2) varying sampling area with particle size.

Equation A.5 is modified to account for the intercepted radius at

the threshold of detection by dividing the number density of particles

with size greater than the threshold for detection by the cumulative

frequency of particles of size greater than the threshold. To account

for sampling areas specific to each radius, the frequency of each radius

is divided by the sampling area for that radius. Using the gamma

distribution to describe the frequency distribution of particle radii

(see Chapter 2) the resulting expression is,

F
P

~ J- r (a-l~ (-r /~)A (-1) dr
p p s p

r
d

J- (a-I) (-r /~)rep drr
d

p p

(A.6)

where a is the shape and ~ is the scale parameter of the gamma

distribution. Note that A is a function of r .s p

The sampling area, A , is found as a function of the distance, G,
s

from the particle centre to the beam centre at which the particle has an

intercepted radius, r i , equal to the threshold radius of detection, r p '

This function, noting L is the distance from source to detector, is,

As 2 L G (A. 7)
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G is found using two procedures, each corresponding to a case of

2 2particle and beam geometry. For case 1, where r i /rp < 0.5, the

intercepted area of the particle is shown by the shading in Fig. A.5a.

For this case the threshold radius for detection is related to G via the

expression,

(A.8)

where

[ G

2 2 2

l
+ r - r b

X
p and (A.9a)= arccos

2Grp

[ G

2 2 2

1
+ r b - r

Y p (A.9b)= arccos
2Grb

G is found from the beam radius, particle radius and threshold radius

for detection using an iterative solution. For case 2, r i
2/rp

2 ~ 0.5

and G is found based upon the somewhat different geometry of the beam

and particle as shown in Fig. A.5b. The expression for case 2 is,

222 2rrrd = rrrp + r b Y - r p (1.571 - X) - r bsin(2Y) + r psin[2(1.571 - X)]

(A.10)

where X and Yare as in Eq. A.a and G is found using an iterative

solution as a function of r b, r p and rd.
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The mass flux of blowing snow through a differential area, q, can be

found by multiplying the number flux of particles by their mass. Using

the gamma distribution to describe the distribution of particle radii,

the mass flux of blowing snow particles is,

q = (A.11)

where p is the blowing snow particle density (assumed equal to that of
p

ice) and r denotes a gamma function.

A.3.2 Calibration Procedure.

Using repeated tests with known pulses in output from the LED, the

pulse converter in each gauge is set to a threshold transmittance T =
d

0.9765. Using the calculation of the corrected Mie extinction

efficiency and the transmittance as demonstrated in the previous

section, the mean blowing snow particle radius corresponding to this

transmittance for the Particle Detector is 22.5 ~m. Thus r d = 22.5 ~m.

Given r b = 169 ~m, G can be fit to a power-law function of r p ' where,

G = 0.007131 r 0.356
p

(A.12)

and the coefficient of determination is 0.99; note that both variables

are in m. As L = 0.02 m, the sampling area of the gauge can be found as
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a function of the particle radius being sampled,

A = 0.0002852 r 0.356
s P

again both variables are in m.

(A.13)

Equations A.6 and A.11 can now be used to calibrate the number of

particles counted by the Particle Detector in terms of the mass flux if

assumptions are made regarding the values of a and $ which comprise the

particle size distribution. The measurements of Budd (1966) and Schmidt

(1981, 1982) provide suitable values for these variables, specific to

ranges of heights above the surface. For the saltation layer (defined

-5for measurements at heights less than 0.05 m) a = 5 and $ = 2 x 10 a,

yielding r = 100 ~m (Schaidt, 1981). For the suspended layer below 1 a
p

height (and above 0.04 a height) a = 10 and $ = 6 x 10-6a, yielding r =p

60 ~m (Budd, 1966; Schmidt, 1982). For the suspended layer above 1 a

height a = 15 and $ = 2.66 x 10-6a, yielding r = 40 ~m (Budd, 1966).
p

The following calibration equations result:

for the saltation layer,

q = 0.6170 <I>

for the suspended layer below 1 m height,

q = 0.1228 <I>

for the suspended layer above 1 m height,

(A .14)

(A.15)
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Note that q is in units of kg/(m2s) and is the mass flux through a

differential area normal to the flow at the height of the gauge beam

centre above the surface and ~ is the number of particles counted by the

gauge per second.

A.4 Concluding Co..ents.

The blowing snow particle detector described here counts the number

of particles passing through a narrow beam of radiation; the mass flux

of blowing snow is estimated from this measurement. Calibration of the

gauge is sensitive to the optical properties of the blowing snow

particles, their density and the size of particles. It is felt that the

optical properties of blowing snow have been described sufficiently

(Pomeroy and Male, 1988) for use in gauge calibration.

The density of blowing snow particles has been assumed equal to that

of ice by all investigators of the phenomenon, this assumption being

based upon particle fall velocities and observations of particle

structure using microphotography. While the case for acceptance of this

density assumption is strong, careful measurements of blowing snow

particle density are called for to confirm the deployment of equations

used in calibration of this gauge (and other applications such as

estimation of sublimation).

The gradients of particle size with height measured by Budd, Dingle

and Radok in Antarctica and Schmidt in Wyoming are remarkably similar,
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suggesting uniformity for the phenomenon over a wide range of

environmental conditions. Schmidt (1984) has published measurements of

particles size in blowing snow with concurrent snowfall on a mountain

crest in SWitzerland, showing values of r up to 125 um. Thus, snowfall

may affect particle size somewhat. It is not known whether this causes

significant deviation in the calibration of the Particle Detector or

whether such changes is particle size occur over level surfaces during

snowfall and blowing snow.

It is concluded that the Particle Detector and its calibration are

suitable for measurement of the mass flux of blowing snow over the range

of wind-speeds, temperatures and ambient light levels common to high

latitude wind-swept plains possessing severe continental climates, with

and without concurrent precipitation.
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APPENDIX B

TBRBSHOLD CONDITIONS POR SNOW TRANSPORT

Theoretical examinations of saltation by Iversen (1980) and Kind

(1981) note that the windspeed at which snow transport stops provides

information regarding the strength of bonds between surface snow

crystals and the supply of surface snow. The friction velocity, u* is

related to the shear stress exchanged between the wind and surface, and

is linearly related to the windspeed, thus the threshold friction

velocity, u*t is the modelling parameter used to express the effects of

surface particle size, cohesion and supply on saltating transport rates.

The friction velocity at which transport stops (Bagnold, 1941) is the

preferred practical definition of the threshold friction velocity, as it

is a dynamic threshold (particle movement is occurring) as opposed to

the static threshold at the initiation of transport. Greeley and

Iversen (1985) suggest the dynamic threshold velocity is 80% of that at

the static threshold.

Kotlyakov (1961) reports an almost linear relationship between the

snow surface hardness and the threshold friction velocity for snow

transport. Kind (1981) suggests that snow-surface wetness and hardness

are positively related to surface-particle cohesion and hence the

threshold friction velocity. He notes wind~hardening during drifting is

an important mechanism in increasing the threshold friction velocity of

dry snowcovers. Kind quotes several authors who provide values of u*t

from 0.07 mls for "exceptionally light dry snow" to 1 mls for wind

hardened snow with a hardness of 250 kN/m2. Schmidt (1982b) calls for
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the detailed reporting of threshold friction velocities and snow-surface

conditions in studies of blowing snow.

To find representative values of u*t for snowpacks on the Canadian

Prairies and determine the weather conditions associated with specific

values, the times at which snow transport began and ended were monitored

over the winter of 1987 with the blowing snow Particle Detector.

Windspeeds, air temperatures, snowpack temperatures, snow-depth, snow

surface hardness and times of snowfall were also monitored. No

systematic difference between thresholds at the initiation and

termination of transport was found, so both methods of defining

threshold are used. The data are presented as Table 8.1.

Attempts to related u*t to the other meteorological variables were

unsuccessful. The u*t measured here has a much smaller range, 0.11 to

0.29 m/s than reported by Kotlyakov (1961), despite a greater range in

surface hardness (from 2.5 to 1000 kN/m2 measured here). This suggests

a complex interaction of environmental conditions leads to the evolution

of snow-surface cohesion. When plotted against time (Fig. 8.1) u*t

shows an increase during intermittent blowing snow events, for example

from 0.16 to 0.26 m/s over 14 hours of occasional drifting on 19 January

(air temperature increased from -17 to -8 °C) and a general increase

from 0.2 m/s to near 0.25 m/s over 7 hours of intermittent drifting on

29 January (air temperature steady at -5 Oc). This confirms wind

hardening as one of several factors important to threshold conditions.
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THRESHOLD CONDITIONS FOR TRANSPORT - FIELD SITE

Friction 10-m Air Snow Snow Snow Surf Days
Decimal Velocity Windspeed Temp Temp Depth Hardness Since

Day u* m/s ul0 m/s oC oC metres kN/m2 Snowfall
16.'7 0.26 5.3 -12.0 -8.0 1.0
18.9 0.20 5.1 -18.0 -'7.0 0.2
19.1 0.16 4.1 -1'7.0 -8.0 0.1
19.1 0.12 2.9 -15.0 -8.0 0.1
19.'7 0.24 5.1 -8.0 -'7.0 0.1 3'70.0 0.3
19.'7 0.26 5.6 -10.0 -'7.0 0.3
21.6 0.2'7 6.6 -8.0 -5.0 0.5
21.6 0.28 7.0 -7.0 -5.0 0.1 625.0 0.5
21.'7 0.25 5.4 -9.0 -5.0 0.5
26.7 0.23 5.1 -3.0 -7.0 2.0
26.8 0.23 5.4 -3.0 -6.0 2.0
26.9 0.23 5.9 -3.0 -5.0 2.0
2'7.0 0.24 6.2 -5.0 -5.0 2.0
2'7.0 0.20 5.1 -5.0 -5.0 0.1 760.0 3.0
29.2 0.20 4.9 -5.0 -5.0 5.0
29.2 0.24 5.8 -5.0 -5.0 5.0
29.2 0.24 6.0 -5.0 -5.0 5.0
29.2 0.23 5.4 -5.0 -5.0 5.0
29.2 0.20 4.8 -5.0 -5.0 5.0
29.3 0.20 4.9 -4.0 -5.0 5.0

29.3 0.23 5.6 -4.0 -5.0 5.0
29.4 0.26 6.5 -4.0 -5.0 5.0

29.4 0.24 5.6 -4.0 -5.0 5.0
29.4 0.23 5.6 -4.0 -5.0 5.0
29.5 0.25 6.1 -4.0 -5.0 5.0
33.4 0.13 3.8 -13.0 -5.0 0.5
33.4 0.12 3.5 -12.0 -5.0 0.1 5.0 0.5
33.5 0.12 3.4 -8.0 -5.0 0.5
45.'7 0.14 2.9 -8.0 -5.0 0.1 1000.0 0.1
45.9 0.20 4.9 -12.0 -5.0 0.3
56.5 0.17 4.0 -16.0 -5.0 0.2 2.5 0.2
56.7 0.19 4.1 -15.0 -5.0 0.3
59.2 0.28 5.9 -10.0 -5.0 0.2 5.2 1.0
59.2 0.22 5.1 -8.0 -5.0 1.0
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Figure B.l Threshold Friction Veloci ties. Threshold fr iction

velocities measured with the Particle Detector and plotted against the

Julian day of 1987.
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FTN7X
SFILES 0,1

PROGRAM QTTOl (4,199), POMEROY 08/10/1987 <871126.2343>
C

IMPLICIT NONE
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

programmed in ANSI FORTRAN 77 I

PRAIRIE BLOWING SNOW MODEL, PBSM ~I

program to calculate bloWing snow horizontal flux & sublimat'on
rate for a variety of windspeeds, boundary layers and surfac

1

conditions. :
All variable and constants entered into the program are in S[

I

and use Canadian Atmospheric Environement Service Meteorolog~cal

data format. Outputs are in grams of Blowing snow per metre!
width of air per second from the surface to 5 metres height.!
Sublimation is totaled to the top of the boundary layer for I
diffusion, based on the meteorological fetch and is expresse~ in
milligrams of bloWing snow lost over a unit area of snow surface
per second !

REAL TEMP,QSTAR,UTHR,UTEN,M,R,LATH,LAMB,DIFF,ES,RH,INC,USTN,I
1 SVDENS,WSTAR,USTHR,USTAR,QSALT,NSALT,USTARZ,QZ,MMPR,MPM,VS,!
2 HSALT,MPR,ALPHA,DICE,SIGMAZ,VSALT,H,NH,QTOT,QSUSP,QSUM,SBSU~,

3 HTRAN,REYN,NUSS,A,B,C,DMDT,SBSALT,ZR,NR,Z,BOTT,STUB,BOUND, !

4 NZ,UZ,OMEGA,VSUSP,SBZ,SIGMA2,PI,NSALT1,ZSTB,QSUBL,LB,FETCH,!
5 BD,ZD,XD '

C
C open file
C

OPEN(51,FILE=' , 'QTT01:JP:117:4:60')
C
C
C

define input parameters

define constants for equations

ZSTB
o
0.0048 m
0.0096 m
0.024

STUB
1.0
1.164
1.327
1.818

incoming shortwave radiation (J/(m A 2s»
at 2 metres height oC
at 2 metres height %/100
at 10 metres height mls
coefficient, see below
additional roughness due to stubble, see belo~

distance from start of saltating snow, neglec~ing

the effects of turbulent wakes (m> MUST BE > 300
I
i

i

I

i

Height (exposed)Wheat Stubble
o cm
1 cm
2 cm
5 cm

QSTAR = 120
TEMP= -15
RH = 0.70
UTHR 5
STUB = 1.000
ZSTB = 0.0
FETCH = 500

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

PI = 3.14157 constant



M = 18.01 molecular weight of water (kg/kmole)
R = 8313 universal gas constant (J/(kmole K»
LATH = 2.838E6 latent heat of sublimation (J/kg) List 1949
TEMP = 273 + TEMP ! conversion to K
L~~B = 0.00063*TEMP + 0.0673 ! thermal conduct. of atmos.

C (J/ (msK»
DIFF = 2.06E-5*(TEMP/273)**1.75 ! diffus. of w.vapour in atmos

C (m2/s)
DICE=900 density of ice, assumed equal to blowing snow part

C (kg/m3)
ZD=0.3 height of boundary-layer at xd (m) Takeuchi (1980)
XD=300 fetch to develop b-l to ZD (m)

C
C
C write headers for data file
C

WRITE (51, I ("AIR TEMP oK = "F4.1) I )TEMP
WRITE(51, '(ItRELATIVE HUMIDITY = "F4.2)')RH
WRITE(51, '("SOLAR RADIATION INPUT Q* = ItF4.0)')QSTAR
WRITE(51, '(ItTHRESHOLD 10m WINDSPEED FOR DRIFTING =It F5.1)')UTHR
WRITE(Sl, '("STUBBLE COEFF = "F6.2)')STUB
WRITE(51, '(ItFETCH = ItF7.0)' )FETCH
WRITE(51, '(ItFLUXES TO 5 metres height, sublima to bit)')
WRITE(51, '(06X It U10 Qtotal Qsalt Qsusp Qsubl

1 r bit)')
C
C find undersaturation of w. vapour at 2 metres
C

ES = 611.15 * EXP(22.452*(TEMP-273)/TEMP) ! sat pressure
SVDENS (ES*M)/(R*TEMP) ! sat density
SIGMA2 = RH - 1 ! undersaturation at 2 m

C
C Loop for a set of 10 m windspeeds
C

DO 800 UTEN=5.5,25,0.5
IF(UTEN.LE.UTHR) THEN

100 QSALT=O
QSUM =0
QSUBL=O
Z=O
H=O
GOTO 600
ELSE

ENDIF
c
C define saltation parameters and calculate saltation
C rate using 10/1987 MODEL OF BLOWING SNOW EQUATIONS
C

USTHR = 0.03697*UTHR
USTAR = O.024*UTEN**1.329
USTN = USTAR*(1 - (l/STUB»
HSALT = 0.08163*USTAR**2
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NSALT = (.4615/USTAR)*(I-(USTN**2/USTAR**2)-(USTHR**2/USTAR
1 **2) )

QSALT = (.08694/USTAR)*«USTHR*USTAR**2)-(USTHR*USTN**2)
1 -USTHR**3)

C
C calculate sublimation rate in the saltation layer
C
C

MPR= 100E-6
ALPHA = 5
MMPR = MPR*(1+3/ALPHA+2/(ALPHA**2»
SIGMAZ = SIGMA2*(1.019 - 0.027*LOG(HSALT»
IF(SIGMAZ.GT.-O.Ol) SIGMAZ=-O.OI
VSALT = 0.6325*USTAR + 2.3*USTHR
B = (LATH*M/(R*TEMP» - 1
HTRAN = 0.9*PI*MMPR**2*QSTAR
REYN = (2*MMPR*VSALT)/1.88E-5
NUSS = 1.79 + 0.606*REYN**0.5
A = LAMB*TEMP*NUSS
C = 1/(DIFF*SVDENS*NUSS)
DMDT=«2*PI*MMPR*SIGMAZ)-(HTRAN*B/A»/«LATH*B/A)+C)
MPM=1.33333*PI*DICE*MMPR**3
VS=DMDT/MPM

C
SBSALT = VS*NSALT*HSALT

C
C calculate mass flux in the suspended layers and the sublimation
C rate for layers of height INC from height r to b
C

ZR = O.05628*USTAR
NR = 0.800 DO NOT CHANGE
ALPHA = 15
INC = 0.0001

C
C Loop to find the first suspended drift density level. r
C from the reference level Zr
C To preserve continuity with saltation the first suspended
C level drift density is less than or equal to Nsalt.
C

QSUM=O
SBSUM=O
DO 200 Z=(ZR+INC),0.15,INC

WSTAR=(-0.8412)*(Z*(Z-INC»**(-0.272)
NZ=NR*(Z/(Z-INC»**WSTAR
IF(NZ.LE.NSALT) GOTO 300
NR=NZ

200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE

LB=Z+INC
Z=LB

INC = 0.001
C
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C
C find height of fully-developed boundary layer for turbulent
C diffusion using a form of Pasquills plume dispersion eq.
C iterate towards BOUND
C

BD=1
310 BOUND=ZD+(.16*(FETCH-XD)*(LOG(BD*80.3/USTAR**2)*

1 LOG(ZD*80.3/USTAR**2»**(-0.5»
IF(BD.LT.(BOUND-O.OOl» GOTO 320
IF(BD.GT.(BOUND+O.OOl» GOTO 320
GOTO 340

320 BD=BOUND
GOTO 310

340 CONTINUE
C
C Loop to calculate the suspended mass flux up to 5 metres
C and the total sublimation rate to the top of the boundary layer
C at increments of 1 mm to 50cm & increments of 10 cm to b
C

350 DO 400 H=(Z+INC),BOUND,INC
WSTAR=(-0.8412)*(H*(H-INC»**(-O.272)
NH=NZ*(H/(H-INC»**WSTAR
NZ=NH
USTARZ=USTAR*(1.2/(1.2+NZ»**.5
SIGMAZ = SIGMA2*(1.019 - 0.027*LOG(H»
IF{SIGMAZ.GT.-O.Ol) SIGMAZ = -0.01
ALPHA= 4.08+12.6*H
IF{H.GE.l.5) ALPHA=25
MPR = 4.6E-5*H**(-0.258)
IF(H.GE.5) MPR=30E-6
UZ = (USTARZ/0.4)*LOG{H/«.01245*USTAR**2)+ZSTB»
IF(UZ.LE.O) GOTO 100
MMPR=MPR*(1+3/ALPHA+2/(ALPHA**2»
MPM=I.333*PI*DICE*MMPR**3
OMEGA = 1.lE7*MMPR**1.8
VSUSP = OMEGA + 0.0106*UZ**1.36
REYN = (2*MMPR*VSUSP)/1.88E-S
NUSS = 1.79 + 0.606*REYN**O.5
HTRAN = 0.9*PI*MMPR**2*QSTAR
A = LAMB*TEMP*NUSS
C = l/{DIFF*SVDENS*NUSS)
DMDT=«2*PI*MMPR*SIGMAZ)-(HTRAN*B/A»/«LATH*B/A)+C)
VS=DMDT/MPM
SBZ=VS*NZ*INC ! mg
SBSUM=SBSUM+SBZ
QZ=NZ*UZ*INC
IF(H.GE.5) QZ=O
QSUM=QSUM+QZ
IF(NZ.LT.IE-S) GOTO 600
IF«H-INC).LT.0.5) GOTO 390
IF(H.GE.0.6) GOTO 390
GOTO 500
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390 CONTINUE
400 CONTINUE

GOTO 600
SOO INC=O.l

Z=O.S
GOTO 3S0

600 CONTINUE
QSALT=QSALT*lOOO ! g/ms
QSUSP=QSUM*lOOO ! g/ms to S m
QTOT=QSALT+QSUSP ! g/ms to S m
QSUBL=(SBSUM+SBSALT)*(-lE6)1 -mgmm2s to b
WRITE(Sl,700) UTEN,QTOT,QSALT,QSUSP,QSUBL,LB,H
WRITE(1,700) UTEN,QTOT,QSALT,QSUSP,QSUBL,LB,H

700 FORMAT(lX,SFIO.3,2FIO.S)
C

800 CONTINUE
C
C End of loop
C

WRITE(l, '("BLOWING SNOW MASS FLUX PROGRAM FINISHED ")')
c

CLOSE(Sl)
C

END
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